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- Murray, Kentucky, ThursclAy Afternoon, April 4, 1946

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray. Masonic Lodge .105 Honors
50-Year Member; Temple Plans Made

ions

PE, NOSE
E ONLY

rs

$2,000 Donated for
Starting Fund to
Build New House

RN

any

Awarded Pin

Mrs. Keith Kelley's Scout Troop
Gives Program at Woman's Club

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Calloway Circuit Court Will
Open Here Monday Morning

New Cafe Opened
In Murray

21 Commonwealth
Lions Club Brings Calloway Youths
Service;
Grand Ole Opry Leave for
Cases Scheduled
Others Get Pihysicals
Here Friday
Term—

The Bus Station Cafe located at
Sixth and Walnut, across the street
from the West Kentucky Stages
One of the hit/blight programs in
Station, is (Ten for business. The
Eleven young ;men from fhla
The Grand Ole Opry is coming
the history of the Murray Lodge
ouilding is new and strictly modmorning.
left Tuesday
to town 'Friday night, April 5, at county
Calloway Circuit Court Will open
the
at
enjoyed
105 F. & A.M. was
ern, and is owned and operated by
military service. here for a two week's term Mon8 „o'clock and will give a show at April 2,' for
on
Woman's Clubhouse in Murray
C. J. Nix ana Lee McTravis, two
went
Louisville
to
men
the Murray High School. This en- Thirteen
day morning with 21 cases on the
Friday night, March 29, when one
local men who have returned to
tertainment its being sponsored-- by Monday,- April 1. for physical ex- Cominonwealth docket. 10 Cases
of the most impressive scenes iv
make Murray their home.
the Murray Lions Club for the amination, preliminary to induc- on the equity appearance docket,
the history of the craft was wit•
Mr. Nix has been employed in
benefit of sight conservation in tion later.
and 15 common law cases.' Inrecently
was
nessed, .Past Grand Master of
Detroit. Mr. McTravis
Those who %Pie inducted April cluded
this county.
pren the term are 27 divoece
Carter
Z.
William
Kentucky
after . spending more
discharged
Each year the club furnishes 2 are:
cases, two murder cases, and numsented to Dr. John Wesley Can
than four years in service, 22
enlisted)
can
Dick
not
who
Joseph
glasses to children
erous settlement suits.
the medal for having served as a
months of this time were aPeol in
John Thomas Murdocklenlisted)
get glasses otherwise.
The Commonwealth cases will
Mason for 50 years. the South 'Pacific. .
A"rs. Keith Kelley'e Girl Scout flare Evans.
Joseph Junior Hargis
be called Monday, and the equity
row: Madelaine Evans,
Messrs. Nix and McTravis prom- :clop recently gave a program' Third
Mr. Carter retailed the many
Lowell Hensiee Adams
and common law cases will be
best in foods and service, a the Herne Department of the Wanda Sue .Diuguid, Betty Ann
is
things that have happened in the
William Albert Crider
Called Tuesday.
and solicit the trade of all who Vomana, Club who is mothering ,Nix. Shirlty Ann Dockrey.
50 years and called attention to
Thomas Euclid ('ovington
Second 'row: Rachael Blalock,
Judge Ira D. Smith. Hopkinswill enjoy delicious menus.
.his group of Scouts.
the influence of Dr. Carr as an
Allen Wells Russell
will preside. Commonwealth
Pictured above are members of Robbie Watson, Ann Curry, Sara
educator, a citizen, and a Mason.
Wayne Lee McDaniel
Attorney John T. King. Cadiz, will
the troop. Reading from left to Ruth Calhoun, Betty Jo Williams,
Gene Orr Miller
Dr. Carr, in. acceptance of the
prosecute. and County Attorney
right: Back low: Mary Ann Wolf- Joan Love. Mary Aliee Hopkins,
NEW YORK. April -3-Iran offerJ. C. Schroader
pin, pointed out the pleasures that
Joe H. Weak.s will assist.
son, Norma Jean Atkins, Betty Oloria Dean Moss.
ed today to let the United NaFenton
David
Edmund
had been his since coming to MurCarr
Dr. John W.
Calloway County exceeded its Ann Nix. Mrs. Keith Kelley, leadFront row: Ann Rhodes, Patsy tions Security Council shelve the
Commonwealth Docket
Those whe received physical exray and urged all Masons to build
1946 Red Cross quota of $7762. A er; Sandra Glasgow, Pat Futrell, Rowland and Frances Lee Farmer, Iranian case temporarily provided
Commonwealth cases set for
atninatiolis this week are:
for the future.
final and complete report will be
-------Russia would give assurances that
trial are:
William Lawrence (enlisted)
The inspiration of Dr. Carr's admade later when all reports are in,
be withRussian troops would
Joe Hal Spann
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
dress carried over into a sugchairFenton,
J.
according to H.
drawn from the country uncondiLloyd Sisson Roane
Mitchell Marvel; Commonwealth
gestion that Murray Lodge No.
Dewey
man of the drive, and
tionally by May 6.
Billy Gene Miller
of Kentucky vs. Arlette Blanton;
105 erect a Masonic Temple to
Ragsdale. county chairman. This
Tellus James Heneline
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
The council, having received last
house the membership which is
drive started slowly and for a time
Joe Richard Nance
Arlette Blanton; Commonwealth of
minute replies from both Russia
rapidly outgrowing its quarters.
the quota would
though
as
looked
Herman Wells Shrader
Funeral sei vices were held at
Kentucky vs. Eugene Thornton;
and Iran to its inquiries of last
NUmbera of . members made enmet. Calloway county has
be
not
Troy Donelson
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
Friday on the state of negotiations
thusiastic speeches and donations the Hazel- Baptist Church Tuesday met every quota assigned her since
William Arlie Jones
Gilbert Colson; Commonwealth of
between . them, then adjourned at
resulted in approximately $2,000.00 afternoon at 2:30 for Mrs. AdaFar- before the war.
Robert planes McDermott
Kentucky-am Virginia Perry; Coen10:46 a m. CST. until 10 a.m. Thursas a starting- fund. Members went ley who died at 4 o'cloce* MonCredit for this splendid accompJohn Mack C'arter
monweaSth of Kentucky vs. Herday.
away enthusiastic in their desire day afternoon in a Murray hosCross
Red
the
to
belongs
lishment
('harks Gene Workman
bert Goo3by; Commonwealth of
to continue their efforts and in- pital following an illness of comwithdrawtroop
that
said
Russia
drive
the
Transfer:
Mrs. Farley was 79 Workers who during
Kentucky vs Quincy Stubblefield;
terestakintil the dreams of Murray plications.
were
conditional
not
Iran
from
als
,Charles ,Glenn Morris
years old. She was a member of gave so willingly of their time and
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs
Masons come true.
Iran
on other negotiations with
the Locust Grove Baptist 'Church. service to make the campaign a
Ellis Murrell.
and
oil
the
as
Approximately 100 members of
over such matters
success. Only by their zeal and
Commenwealth of Kentucky vs
She had made her home. since
The Murray Magisterial District's like.
the lodge were in attendance to
Mayor George Hart. executive
in carrying out asdeterminatioo
CommonScarborough;
Ralph
her
death, with
W. Mr. Farley's
enjoy. a delightful banquet.
Bank of drive to obtain funds to purchase
so faithfully, has the vice-presideet of the
Troops will be out of the counsignments
wealth of Kentucky vs. R. W. Mc.
Workman, introduced daughter, Mrs. Orville Jenkins and goal been reached within the pre- Murray, was elected president of road building machinery is pro- try within a, Month and a half, the
M. Fred
Cage. Commonwealth of Rentucky
other officers of the Lodge and Mr. Jenkins in Hazel. She was scribed time.
the Western Kentucky Purebred gressing April 19, has been set as council was' informed in the mesvs. Roger Bradley and Elanor Bradloved by all who knew her.
will
drive
the
which
on
date
the
dinner
a
visitors were recognized.
at
Assoaiation
Andrei
Ambassador
sage from
To the fine spirit of cooperation Livestock
ley; Commonwealth of Kentucky
close.
a
to
surbrought
is
she
be
daughter,
he-:
House
Besides
Club
Mr. Workman thanket1 the comGrornyko, who however continued
or; the pert of the people of Mur- meeting here at the
th. lama Ailaras; Conarnaawealth,
mittee, composed of Nix Craw- vived by four sons, Wilson Farley ray and Calloway County. who by Monday nisht when approximate', ,leratingi are being held each his boycott at thee Iranian dfsetisof Kentucky vs. Harvey Hillman;
and
Farley
of- sion by not actually attending the
association
the
in
the
of
7:30
at
evening
members
75
Friday
fard , George Williams, Norman of New Concord. Ous
Red
their generous response to the
Commonwealth of ,Kentucky vs
Klapp. for their excellent service Porter Farley of Murray. end Mill- Cross appeal have added another were the (uests of the Bank of fice of the county judge. The meeting.
professor
Dr. Can-sicHammonds,
Lawrence Wells: Commonwealth
for the er Farley of Logan, W. Va.: one bright star to Callovvay's Crown Murray. Mr Hart succeeds L. S. pitiful plight of the roads is rein providing the progra
of education. University of Ken- of
Farmer;
Kentucky vs. John
Alof
Hendriks
citizens
Rupert
Mrs.
sister.
County.
interested
Graves
and
of
cognized.
-Anderson,
member
Hurt,
B.
Max
evening
tucky. Lexington. wilt be one of Commonwealth of Kentucky vs
of achievements.
Blake',Vatter
bfothers,
are
two
mo:
district
the
of
parts
toastall
from
the local lodge, acted as
Other officers elected were Dr.
the chief speakers and consultants Herbert Herndon.
.Alinu. and Etru__Gilbert Blake.
Roister for-The eetaaeacei.
W. -M,-C-offeee-Lee-Center. Nag- vice attending these meetingsat the-Corife.....e, -on-Teacher-EdKentucky - vs.
number
a
and
Hazel.
layof
Magistrate Gat Clopton has been
president; S. J. Reed. Fulton counuca tion scheduled Saturday. April Elmo James Carter: Conunonnephew-.
grandchildren, nieces and
drive.
ch Orman of the
ty, second vice president; W. J. elected
Mrs. Melvinia Haneline. 75, died 6. for West Kentucky educators on
alth of Kentucky vs. Hershel!
Funeral services were conduct'
Foster, Graves county, secretary. Judge Curd is serving as tempor- at the home of her son, John Hane- the Murray College campus.
Commonwealth of KenDavis;
Bentisa
of
directors
ilenson
was
of
V.
L.
Brinn
by Rev.
The subject of Dr. Hammonds' tucky vs. Dillon Thornton; Corn.
ary secretary. and John
Named to the board
line, early Tuesday morning. Fuand her pastor, Rev. H. F. Pasneral services were held Wednes- address will be'atiow To Develop monwealth of 'Kentucky vs. Asher
Mrs. Mary Pauline Cox, 79, died fiir the coming year were G. B. elected treasurer.
chall.
! Effective Hudspeth.
for
Abilities
It has been clearly shown at day afternoon at Coldwater Meth- Needed
at her home near Kirksey Thurs- &Mt. Calloway county; Dr. Harry
Community
the
in
Continued on Page 2i
The pallbearers were. [even Fair. day night. Funeral services were B. Abell. McCracken bounty; Ed the first meetings that the mag- odist church by the Rev. W. G Teaching
Rupert Lassiter. Herirein Clanton, held at 2 p.m. Saturday at Mount Warren, Graves county; J. M. Sol- istrate does not have and will not Sullivan, Burial was in Bazzell School'!" It will be given at 1:30
Isaac H. "Ike" Adams. 79, died Fred Hale, Barbra Clanton, and Olive church with Charlie Houser, omon. Marshall county; Justin E. have enough funds at his disposal cemetery.
Saturday afternoon and a panel
county; Will to do very much toward improving
Fulton
at his home near Shiloh, Houle Bob
Survivors, besides the son, in- discussion on that topic will folFulton. E. it. Smith. Murray. and Atterbury.
Lewis...
Hickman Minty; W. S. the roads. Hence, as one man put clude four daughters. Mrs. Walter low. Partizipating in the panel
3. Murray, at 10:30 pm. March 29
The out- ,f-town reletivea and John B. Hardeman. Mayfield. of- Hilliard.
cuunty; Otis it, "We can either buy the ma- Webb, Graves county; Mrs. Everett will be Dr. G. T. Hicks, head of
Livingston
after an illness of four days.'
Ferree
Mount
in
was
Burial
ficiating.
friends who attended the funeral
He was a member of the Sugar
Burgess, Carlisle county.
chinery to improve the roads, Horn, Mayfi .1d; Mrs. Alton Horn, the education department at Murof Mr"k Farley were: Sirs. Tom Olive cemetery. •
Creek 'Baptist church, and was Fenton, Evansville. Ind., Mr. and
A finance committee was ap- work them ourselves, or stay in the Mayfield. and Mrs. Wright Hanley, ray. chairman; Dr. R. E. -huggers,
is survived by five daughShe
department of education.
known to be a substantial member Mrs. Jesse Brandon..paducah. Mrs.
pointed to ievise ways and means mud." Judge Curd has promised Big Sandy, lenn ; a brother, Arnie state
ters, Mrs. Lola Fisk. Mayfield; Mrs.
to financing the pro- that the county will furnish funds Wilkerson, Brown's Grove; two Frankfort; Dr. Annie Ray, critic
of his community.
B. H. Mizell of Clarkevilta; Tenn, Nina
Mrs. necessary
W. A. "Morgan" Owen. 83 years
Williams. Paducah;
He is survived by his wile, Mrs Mr. and Mrs. R. Hendrick:. Wal- Gladys Youngblood, Farmington, gram. The committee is composed to maintain and men to oieerate sisters, Mrs. Connie Hall, Murray, teacher at the Murray Training of age. lied at 2 o'clock Saturday
School: Homer Lassiter,, supervisor
daughters, ter Blakeley, Almo; Mr and Mrs. Mich.; Mrs. Estelle Houser, Kirk- of the following: L. S. Anderson, any machinery bought. However, al-I Mrs Sam Sheridan Fulton.
Adams; three
Susie
afternoon. March 30. in the Mason
of Marshall County Schools. BenMrs. Alvie Thompson, Paducah. Roble Fair, Mrs. Hoyt Lynn, Mr. Bey, and Mrs. Omega Cain. Can- Mayfield, B. L. Trevathan, Ben- it is emphasized that this machinhospital following a heart attack
Murray.
Ferguson.
Smith.
Y.
Clifford
"Mayme
Mrs.
and
ton.
ton,
DisNorirs.
Murray
the
to
itnd
belong
will
Giles,
ery
Hardin
Mrs.
and Mrs. Otis Johnson and Mr. ton. Ohio: four sons. Jewell . B.
while sitting in the court yard on
apCounthe
confirmed
Livingston
of
group
The
superintendent
for
three
solely
used
be
will
county;
the
and
trict
bert Wilson. of
and Mrs. Hub Dunn of Murray. Cox, Wewoka, Okla.. William Cox,
after lunch
Reba
field
as
Perry
Miss
Robert
Smithland;
of
'Schools.
pointment
ty
its benefit.
sons. Willie Adams and Aughtna
Detroit, Noble COX, Kirkeey. and
Mr. Owen was widely known' In
secretary of , the association. Mr.
Gillihan, principal of elementary
Adams, Paducah, and Nolan AdIt has been decided that a workOtis Cox. McKenzie, Tenn.
this county where he had lived
NO SUPPLEMENT
Virginia
by
post
Miss
this
to
Marion;
school.
Perry was named
ams, Route. 3, Murray; one sister,
most all of hia life. He was recogA sister. Mrs. Margie Rule, and the boarca of directors at a' meet- ing committee of five men will be
•
Funeral services for Mrs. Treva White James. edtrcation specialist, nized as being an influential citMrs. John Manning, Paris. Tenn;
These men will work
selected.
Sam Killebrew, Kirk- ing - 1n Mayfield last - nibitth. •
brother,
a
KnoxAuthority,
Valley
Tennessee
Please have patience with us We
resident
Murray
former
a
Sykes,
e brother. I.ube Adams, county;
with the magistrate in seeing that
izen and was a loyal wurker for
sey. and 21 grandchildren and 12
and 20 grandchile:ren, four great will resume work on the supplethe usesof the machinery is fairly who died Wednesday in Northville, ville, Tenn.
his church and community.
great crandchildren also survive, "THE GROOM SAID NO"
prinas
announced
Previously
in
II.
World
Heroes
of
War
ment.
nieces
1
Mich., were held Saturday at
graigichildre!ii and several
his
He made his home anth
V distributed \througbout the dislife,
seslived
useful
a
CO
Mrs.
morning
the
for
speaker
JUNIORS.
BY
GIVEN
cipal
BE
TO
the next fea dav. and the next
and re phew,.
trict. Each Voting- precinct will pm at the Coldwater Missionary
Mrs. Stanley Futtiell. on
daughter,
and'
with
her
profeslove
family
serving
High
Whitaker.
Murray
R.
of
I
class
Dr
is
Junior
sion
The
Burial- was in Mt.
elect. ,one man to serve on that Baptist church
Funeral services were conducted number will probably he out In
Poplar Street since his, wife died
Due to the seesen4 care. She numbered her friends School will present a comedy. committee.
Pleasant cemetery, in Tennessee. sor of geography, Peabody Colit Elm Grove at 2 p.m. Sunday. this .month
by the large acquaintance that was "The Groom Said No". Tuesday
Tenn. Dr. Laura several years ago.
Nashville,
lege.
we
hich
a
over
husband,
conditions
her
and
by
survived
is
She
March 21. by the Rev. W. V.
At the last meeting, a goal of
Besides Mrs. Futrell he is surZirbes. professor of educetion.
night. April 9, in the High School
forced ta hers.
Cone. 'burial was in the church have no control, a I` are
$15,000 was set. Soliciting com- John Sykes, Highland Park. Mich ;
vived by two other daughters, Mrs.
Columbus,
University,
State
auditorium.
Ohio
grandsons.
were
parents,
her
her
delay
Pallbearers
this
Judi;
make
daughtea,
cemetery.
mittees have been selected to put one
0. W. Clark, of the county. arid
Ms. Carl Hopkins, Cal- Ohio, Will also participate in the
project before the people and Mr. and
Pallbearers were Ben Roberts.
Mrs. Fred "Barber. Murray; and a
_
morhing._
-the
of
discussion
to solicit and collect the necessary loway county; two sisters, Mrs.
Dallas Holland; Tar Roberts, Clay
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president son. Ginath Owen. Murray, and
and
Park;
Highland
Lamb.
Dee
• funds. These melt are:
was a
Wells. Firais Outland, and Elbert
eirht grandchildren. He
Mrs Cody Darnall, Calloway coun- of Murray College, will open the
Outland.
• I.
'
Clyde
member of the Murray Church of
Thurmond,
1. Zelnar
ty; two brothers, Edison Hopkins program at 9:46 in the morning
Brewer. Geqrge Hart.
Christ where the funeral service
and Newell Hopkins, both of Call- ortth an address, "The'Teacher for
was conducted at 3:30 p. m. Sunthe Community School",
2. Ned Coleman.
oway county. •
day.' with Bro. J. B. Hardeman,
3. John Brinn, Harbard Jetton.
Mayfield, in charge. Burial was In
4. Roy Graham, John Edd Walthe Green Plain Cemetery.
drop.
Mrs. Ellen 'Harris died at' her
5. Luther Pogue, E. G. Windy.
FRANKFORT,• Ky., March 28- revenue from thee gasoline tax and funds for the other teachers -col'home in the Providence communi6. Lester Nanney. Tremon CEO/.
Morcheaci.
at
lege
Kensigned
sources,
Willis
which
vehicle
Simeon
motor
other
:
•alasee:- .W.
,.Coy.
Mareleaa0,--ty Saturday evening.
I tt.
The funds that may benefit by
tucy's biggest budget bill late to- is devoted exclusively to highway
Wofford,
L.
W,
Jones,
7.
B.
H.
She is survived by her husband,
the "escalator clause," their' speday, after striking out $1,010,000 it and bridge improvements.
8. Otto Swann. Autrey Farmer.
S .A. Harris a daurikAro 'Mrs.
Of the highway fund, $5,000,000 cific 1947-48 appropriations and the
carried for cepitaleputlay for state
---117 11: Rogers 7T -ChM In Ettrm,-land.
9. J. I. Grogan. Loyal Farmer,
Dover',
Tenn.:
Seise
year,
that
grantecfsfor
percentage
•
colleges,
appropriated
apecifically
is
year
pails and three teacher
ingham. Mich., March 24_ where
Robert Walker.
-liwa.brothers. Dwight Harris. Dee
-the-etteeas
bridges
develoPas; are: made and
cne Tlitaf exec-lath* explai
years. Hewas
he had -resided
- —MaDewey
Lampkins,
10:'
troit. Mich., Hillis Harris. Route 5;
deaged,
-the
assistance.
Public
that the measure as passed totalled which Are not a part Of the system
ill only a few days.
Wilson.
Lloyd
han.
and two stepsons. Freeman Harneedy
blind
$87.875.812.. exceeding the estimat- the state ,naintains. That gives pendent children and
Funeral services' were held at
11. Co) Hale.
ris. Murray. and Howard Harris.
$4.750,000 plus 20 per cent.
ed $78,000,000 revenue for the two these projects $3,000,000 a year
Beech Grove, March • 27 arnd burial
.
1Continued on Page 2)
years beginning 'next July 1-and more than the present. In addi- • Per capita fund, with which the
The
was in the church cemetery.
She was a member of the New requiring use of some. of the $16,- tion. $9,050.000 a year is earmarked state supplements public school
Rev. S. B. Rudolph and thr Rev.
plus
M13.650.000
Hope Methodist church where the 000,000 general fund surplus.
salaries.
teachers'
state
for
funds
federal
to match
T...H.. Mullins. Jr. conducted the
funeral was conducted Monday... Special appropriations made in highways.
40,1 per cent.
"services.
aid
additional
fund,
-April a at 2:30 p.m. with the Rev. other bills amount to around, $400.Equitilization
The capital striken out, under
He is survived by his wife. Mrs. -"
poorer
the
H. L. Lax, and the Rev. C. A.
to
the chief executive's constitutional to teacher pay given
Mary Chambers Roglhrs. BirmingMiss Anna B. Hill. 63, died of
Burial was in
_ plus 41a per
Riggs in charge
The governor left untouchael the entearwity to • eliminate items for a counties.. $1.850,000
daughters,
Mich.., three
ham.
Hazel
in
home.
her
at
complication.;
Old Salem retnetery.
"'escalator clause" in the budget budget bill. are. all for the Second cent.
! etacte-s- -Reimer. Birmingham, Mich ,
March 28. Size was a member of
ea___.
hygiene,
mental
and
Hospitals
,
years;
fiscal
two
revenue
coming
the
of
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that
provides
bill. It
Knoxville,
Fraiat Atkins.
LMrs.
Church
Grove
Pleasant
South
.
State parks, $450,000; Eaatern- $2.300.0011. plus ten per cent.
Dr_J. M. Converse
during- the year obegiaaning next
Tenn..- Mrs. N. B. Pritchard. Bowheld
were
services
funerel
'where
Unithe
at
'station
Ekperiment
college.
$135,000;
July 1 exceeds the estimated $39,- State Teachers
Will Practice Veterinary
ling Green; Aid a son. Joe Rogers,
'
Sunday morning with, the Rev. A.
000,000. that up to $2.45.000 of Western State Teachers eollege, versity of Kentucky. $55,000 plus
Medicine In Murray
Royal Oak, Mich.
Burial
,
officiating.
ehilders
G.
apporVned $200,000, and Murray State_Teach-__ 121e per cent:
any. .excess. tiley.
Pallbearers 'were neigborsi...of
cemetery:
Atwell
tha115
$75,000 WAS,
Dr. J. M Converse, graduate of among education, public assist- ers college, $225,000. He left un- - TO-rest-1'Y- dWislOn,
Rogers v hen hi resided n6iir
Mr.
Miss
sister,
a
by
ourvived
7
' She is
Left ima right - Mayor Gent ge Hail, Way ant Rayburn. Sarah
Ohio State University, is moving ance, forestry, soil and water re- touched similar sums tot' these four 1,1 pr cent.
Goshen on the West side of the
Hazel
Hill.
Mollie
rewater
and
row:
soil.
new
second
The
Jones.
Mrs
July'
Garnett
Carter,
Z
beginning
year
W
fiscal
hyOutland.
mental
the
for
Outtand.11ettie
and
to Murray to practice veterinary sourceVehospitals
county. , They were 3111rn Pay
Active pallbearers were: Clifplus 5 per
Hilly Furguson. Dr. Ralph Woods, H J Fenton and Billy Thurman. ,
medicine here. .He will use the giene and the University of Ken- 1 avhich Will provide them 'that sources ditision. $25.1)00
Hendricks,
Cochran.
B.
Carl
PasToy
West,
Henry
Hill,
ford
$2,225,000
exthe
of
posiible
:cent
for
and
buildings
much for new
office and Lospital iormerly used tucky experiment stetion.
Back row: Rudy Hendon, Ray Mofield, announcer from Pa- George .Lynnville, Jim and Olen
Mason
Smotherman.
Dewey
chall,
('('as.
The total is in addition to the renovation of old ones.
Story.
by Dr, J. J. Dorman on South
ducah; Mr. Morris, engineer. Paducah. and L. Ft. Putnam. •
Wilson, and Marvin Jones.
(Continued on Page 2.)
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Iran To Shelve
Charges If Reds
Go By May 6

We Did It Again!

MRS. GUY FA_ILEY
BURIED TUESDAY]

V.

GEO. HART HEADS MURRAY DISTRICT
WEST KENTUCKY CONTINUES MEETS
LIVESTOCK GROUP ON ROAD WORK

District Association, ;15,000 Pun(' Is
Was The Guest V Being Raised To
Of Bank of Murray Purchase Machinery

EDUCATORS WILL
MEET AT MURRAY
STATE SATURDAY

I. H."Ike" Adams
Claimed by Death
Friday Night

Mrs. Haneline Dies;
Funeral Wednesday

Mrs. Máryto
Dies at Kirkse

at

r

W. A. Owen Dies
Saturday From
Heart Attack,

Mrs. Treva Sykes
Funeral Saturday

Mrs.S. A!. Harris
Dies Mardi 30

Gov. Willis Signed 'Budget Bill
Cute Out Park, College Funds

Murrayans Who Broadcast From Murray
State College March 25 Over WPAD

R. It Rogers, 77, Dies
March 24 In Mich.
23,

VI

Miss Anna Hill, 63,
Dies at Hazel Thurs.
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of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Boggess spent in the office of. the 14ger and who is
count
Lassiter, Martin • Bailey. Randall'
and Mrs. C. L. Sharbormign', will
the week-end here visiting his Times Mond iv.
Patterson.
Fund.
Road
trait
I
later. Dr. Hood was acMiss L.Otilsa- Washburn. Memphis,1 join him
'pantos, Mr and Mrs. H. i. Bogurged that
20. Gat Clopton; Bro. T. G. ShelIt is particularly
Aubrev Polly has- opened a null- . gess. .Route I. He is employed at 1 is the guest of Mrs. 0. J Jennings.'companied to Shreveport by his
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every
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Mrs.
mother.
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work shop
Thirteenth' Old Hickory. Tenno in the cielo- Mrs. Jennings returned nandayi
21. Tom Hughes, Prof. W. J. commtttees be present at This
The $68.000.000 budget with its
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well 'known con- pnane
Equity .eases
He is
Street
Mrs. Boggess is night from Memphis where she I visit relatives in that city and in
factory
Prof. A. Carman.
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week's meeting, and every other
feature
Li.
"ocalator"
Ringgold.
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Equity eas_s set are:
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Mr.
Mr. and Mts. Rob Miller of
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Democrats. Republican Governor report this Friday night on the present.
viaitor in the .Ledger ,and Times ,charged from the Air Corps..Sep- Springfield. Tenn.. spent the week- Memphis, Toth.. has been guest of Borrow; Elizabeth Yoder. vs. EdWillis had proposed $88.000.000. amount of money contributed and
C.
Mri.
The ultimate aim is to purchase
and
Mr.
five
her
vs.
grandparents,
George
Ruth
over
ward L. Yoder;
tember. 1946. He served
office Mood ay.
era with the Letter's mother. Mrs.
Democrats approved $92.- members of the soliciting commit- a gravel loader, trucks, and a
House
week:.
several
for
Paschall
D.
Ray George.' Novella Stubblefield
amount
;Jesse Holly. North Sixth !treed years and o;hout two years with Ben B. Keys,
the
which included spending tees will report on
maintainer. The consensus seems'
Europe .
Mrs. Ralph Penn and Arlias Re- vs. Kelley _ Stubble-field; J. C. 000,000
deMiss Rosemarie Perdue. Paduwas a •caller in the Ledger and ithe First Air Depot in
all the estimated $78.000.000 for the pledged. The money is being
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in
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Miss Mary Jacqueline Wear.
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Master Caarles Snider, son of :Route 3. Paducah. were
committee composed of Stanley
vs. 916,000.000 peneral fund surplus.
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Fay
Suite
Knight;because
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called
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having
, Mrs. Maurice Crass is in .Miami..
name together with the amount
Mr. and 1114 Doe Snider. North Murray Saturday.
Muncay Clark, Roy Graham,
Senate Democrats held out for
of the serious illness of the far- Tremon C. McCuiston; L. H. Pritcontributed is being put - on the
Sixth 'etre. is confined to his! Mr. and Mrs. Will Rowland have Fla.. where she is visiting Miss
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W. B. Emerson, and Tremon Cav•
regular
the
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rhett vs. Ruby
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itt will act with Mr. Clopton in
--ee• Hartsfield vs. Mae expenses of the state within the
Robert 1.
Mrs. Carl Ferrara spent last
every citizen who is interested in studying* the needs and purchasMr. and Mrs. Charles Kivett left
R. E. Kendail. West' Main street, I South Eighth street.
$78.000,000 income. They
sobSmith
estimated
Lillie
Hartsfield;
Will
improve
for Knoxville. Tenn., to week-end in Nashville where she
seeing his district's roads
renewed no subseiiption in the, Mr. :end Mrs J B. Farris have Sunday
ing the equipment.
Marie Kath- were willing, however, to use some
going tit visited Miss Ruby Farley who is ens Mart- vs. Charlie
will either give his contribution to
Ledger arai Trees ooffice Monday. mo.ved free their residence on spend several days before
new buildings
for
Shelton;
surplus
William
vs.
the
of
Shelton
ryn
receiving treatment at ft Nashville
one of these solicitors or deposit
Neal was a business Nerth Fifth ..street to South Third Harlan. where they will make
Mrs B:e
vs. W. G. Farris; at various institutions and for reREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS!
hospital. Miss Farley's condition Jean Bonn Farris
it himself before April 19. Devisitor in lase Office of the Lecieer Street, Rob Lamb purchased the their home.
ones. That made the
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Tatum;
pair
Ora
vs.
litiim
T.
A.
have is much improved.
Haze I.
and 'community
Farris horse on North Fifth and.
$88.and Times Monday_
approximately
Lawtotal
C.
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of
Senate
nee Overbey, Admr.
marked a &able check on April
The junior class of Hazel High
'The All American Family." a moved into it_ last week
Lawrence. et al; 000.000 and after weeks of delay.
Ameri- School is reitearaing for the play. rence vs. Stella
All
play.
"The
the
for
13
Tr.:bah.
Sam
Mrs
and
Mr.
the
.
by
rehearsed
play • being
Bank of Murray vs. Uel Harrell, the "escalator clause" was adopted
be given Sat- "The All Arnerican Family" that
juniors of Hazel High School, will Louisville. were week-end guests can Girl" that will
et al.; Vernon Jackson. Gdn. etc. as a compromise.
13.
April
urday
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night.
April
the
school
given
be
will
Fanner.
Mike
be prerented Saturday night. April of Mrs.
vs. Herman Wells: Margaret Beery
The $5,000,000 annually for counJohn Ed Waldrop. Route 1. was , Miss Frances Sledd of Brook- 13
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vs. Marshall Barry.
•
while walking on streets with banana peels well
roads and bridges will be apporty
Max
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Lt.
L.
and
Miss.,
haven.
Mr and Mrs. 1 E. Lassiter of
W. C. Cavitt vs. Irene Pcrt7 tioned under a slightly different
— it is like reckless driving by a hit
distaibuted
, of Alton. Ill., will spend the weekCavitt; Lovetta Jane Waller vs. formula front the present:
and run driver. Is there something the police
end with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. week-end of the former's brothers,
Waller; Sylvia
William* Jewell
One-third equally among the
IN I. Sledd.
could do to educate the people to throw them off
Lassiter and Stafford vs. Will Stafford: Mode- 120 counties, one-third on the basis
Carroll and Price
'Mios. JaneoeSeernrr of McKenzie. othrr relatives
the sidewalks — now that we have bananas, it is
Burclievs. Fred 0. Butter- of the „ration of the square mile
line
Tenn.. was the week-end Olen of
noticeably dangerous.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. L. Roberts of worth; Louis Wade vs. Mary area of a county tO
of the
. her parents. Mr. and Mrs, J.
Frankfort spent the week-end Catherine Wade; Roscoe Stubble- -state, aftd one-third an the ratio of
Rural road progress depends upon men, women,
with Mrs. Roberts' mother. Mrs. field vs. Marie Belle Stubblefield: the rural population of a county
children — all can help. The young people
and
Mrs Amanda White is in BowLoyd -Parker vs. Viola Parker. to that rural population of the
Vera Rogers,
not be happy in the country behind bad roads.
will
, ling Green this week where she is
Jewell Batley vs. A. C. Bailey; state.
Mrs. Louise Jones. Mrs. Stark
Rural population is deattending the state WMU convenThose of us who give low tax lists can well doErwin. and George Freeman of Ethel,ehtster. Gdn. for Anna Cole fined as that outside municipalities
tion. While there she is the house
Hazel will attend the state speech vs. Anna Cole; Gladys Garland vs. of 5.000 or more as shown by the
to buy road equipment. It is better than paynate,
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niee,guest of her
festival in Lexington this week- Elbert Garland: George Hart. Com- 1940 United Statc$ census.
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Melton and Mr. Melton. Mrs. Melend. Mr. Freeman will represent mittee, vs. Coles Camp Ground
The $9.050.000 for matching fedbuilding.
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14. J. D. Geunn, Thomas Hargis.
per" at Faxon High School. May
store will close each Thursday afternoon,
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her niece and family. Mrs.. Royal
15. Jake Shipley, Claude Steely
3.194
in your listing in the new book. In that case,
12618 Wade Street. Detroit. following cases:
an emergency.
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Hamlet Curd, oof 14803 Birwood Bertha Lassiter ' vs. DeWitt Wilplease tell us nbw so you will he listed correctly.
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Dr. Oliver Hood left Monday. for Gunn of Boitoon.
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Shreveport,
Mrs. Ralph Wear and Miss Lottie mage Jones: Mary Neale vs. Sallie
terne at,. a hospital. Mr': _Hood.
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LIKE A FISH STORY
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FOR THE FISHERMEN
MINNOWS
GOLDFISH
DOUGHBELLY
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Packed in Moss in a Clean Covered
Container
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To-have a fine garden you must be

You won't need to stretch your imagination to
realize that your car DOES RUN BETTER when
you have it. serviced at . . .
•
•

-•••••""71.

. ,
.,. ,:. . ..4
,,,,•...,„„

DUBLIN & DENTON'S

•

well equipped with needed' tools
We carry a complete stock of gardening equipment for easy and
pleasurable gardening.

.111

The quality and beauty
of your flowers depends
on the quality and sturdiness of the seeds you
plant. Now is the time to
seed your lawn and flower
beds. For first - quality
seeds, order from us todaytT

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
Raised and Cultivated On Our Farm
Three Efficient Departments
• Body

• Mechanical

WORMS come in packages of '4:1 or 100

• Laundry

So until new cars come along, let us care for the
one vou now have

il
c

Dublin & Denton Garage

SOLD AT RETAICAT OUR STORE
ON WEEK DAYS
On SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS at James
on East Highway

Overbey's

•

A. B. Beale & Son
Home Of Dependable Hardware

J. T. WALLIS & SON

PHONE

EAST MAIN STREET

THIRD and MAIN
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Father, Son Hanged Together
For Murder In Iowa State Prison

acDis-

BY Q. D. WILSON

that
iting
ihis
Aber
be

FT. MADISON. la., March 29-fathar and son. steadfast companions in robbery, kidnaping, and
murder, were hanged together at
drawn today in the Iowa state
penitentiary.
The executed men were Phillip
Heincy, 72, and his son, William,
45. both illiterate Missouri backwoodsmen. It was the first simultaneous hanging of a father and
son for the came crime on American criminal records.
The gallows traps for both men
were sprung by a sheriff who
pushed two levers at once at 6:01
a.m. The sot plunged downward
a split second ahead of his father.
Three physicians pronounced the
father dead at 6:12 a.m. and the
son at 6:13 am.
Neither man showed any emotion or said a word as they walked
slowly across the prison yard.
climbed to the gallows, arid await-

•hase
d a
eems
for
A
alley
ham,
Cav-

Ill

A.A.A. NOTES

Iii

chas-

Training School
Lettermen Named;
Queen Is Chosen

ed the adjusting of the hoods and
A recent amendment to the Agnooses.
The Heincys were sent to the ricultural Adjustment Act of 1938
provides for increased penalties on
gallows for killing Robert W. Raefire-cured and dark air-cured tobee 65, a resort operator at West bacco marketed in excess Of the
Okoboji, Ia., during a robbery Dec. 1946 farm marketing quota according to the chairman of the County
16, 1944.
The new penThe father and son had spent AAA Committee.
is set at 40 per cent of
more than 20 years trying to make alty rate
price for (he
crime a paying proposition,- but the average market
year's crop. On the basis
even the offense which cost them previous
of current season's average price
their lives was a financial flop.
of 32 cents per pound for fireThey took ill train from their
cured and 25 cents per pounds for
home at Quincy. Ill., to Spirit dark air-cured, penalty rates for
Lake, Ia., near the slaying scene. exceas tobacco of the 1946 crop
Their round trip rail fare was $37.will be 13 cents per pound for
36. The robbery loot was $28. Net fire-cured and 10 cents per pound
loss: $938.
for dark air-cured. In. tbe past,
Ironically, the state ueed in the the penalty on excess fire-cured
hangings one foot of rope for each and dark air-cured tobacco has
of the $28 taken from their vic- been five cents per pound.
tim. Each roan was hanged with
"This increase in penalty rate
14 feet of rope
was deemet1 advisable in order to
strengthen the marketing quota
program on. these types of tobacco.
Marketing quotas were provided
on these two kinds of tobacco by
the Congress, and were voted into
effect by growers in a referenturn last summer. The tremeridotis
majority of growers vetiasean Near of quotas indicates that, they
want the marketing quota program
made as effective as possible."
To further strengthen the program funds have been made available by Congress and plans now
are being formulated to measure
all acreages of fire:cured and dark
air-cured tobacco on all farms in
1946.•

FARMERS
and

4- H

CLUB
Members
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Murray trid
Practice Draws
41 Candidates

Calloway county is in the near and their treed accredited pleese
1-future-Aye for Bovine Tuberculosis! report to the County Agent.'
retesting' in order that accredita-;
Here's an rntelligence test you
tier' status may be maintained. All
dairymen wishing to have their ought to pass: Whose birthdayi did
tecommendetione For The Control dairy cows tested' for tuberculosis (he 'natien celebrate this month?
Of Wildlife And Blackfire
On Tobacco

From The County
Agent

Yeced win the! teuehest achedula in history, 41 football candideter are practicing here daily for
the vareity squad at Murray- Steste
College.
Coach 'Jim Moore, lately returned from three years service
with the Navy, has booked 10
games with teams in seven states
—Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Tenneseee, Mississippi, West Virginia
and Illinois. The toughest game
on the schedule•is.likely to be Mississippi State's Maroons at State
ColLge, Miss., on November.2, although the University of Chattanooga possibly is equally potent.

se bacterial disc:gee may be
ly con-trolled in the plant
teemp
bed ' b. two. applications of bluestone-lime mixture applied !I ,
when the plants'ere just established and in the square and (2.) it
Atm!,
CAUTION:
days later.
early or the treatment will be ot
little benefit after the crop is s,
in the field. In a wet seeaeon ap
ply at die recommended time wh,
it is not raining. kiformetion
how to make the blue-stone-line
mixture! may be had at the Count.,
,
Agents' Office.
If blue mold is appsaring it
your bed-remove the canvas- or
warm sunshiny days. There ,
Warn
no satisfactory control.
sunlight on the bed will help a
check the spread.

NOTICE!
We are equipped to make wagons and custom
built boat trailers.
Come by to see us. Just give us the dimensions
and we do the rest.
We can also CUT DOWN TRACTOR WHEELS
and prepare them for the mounting of tires.

Lawn Mowers Sharpened
Machinery Repaired
Welding Supplies
Electric and Acetylene Welding

Others teems booked include
Ohio Univedity, Illinois Wesleyan,
hlorchead, Eastern K ntucky, Evand
ansville
Callege, Marshall
•
Eastern Illinois.
experimencog with
Moore Is
Miss Hilda Dortch
some new formations that require— Eleven 4-H Club boys enrol!, !
for
named
Eight lettermen were.,,
precision 'and timing of the highSoil Conservatie,
the Murray Training School by est order. Whether or not his in- in the County
March 30. The,
Coach . Roy, Stewart today. The experienced squad can handle the program Saturday.
Jerry Smith. Alin,
Train.ing School Colts won 21 system ie yet to be determined. are as follows:
Hazel, Wells Ha,
games and lost 4 during the 1945. Fena tan be assured of one thine Jaings Phillips,'
gis, Faxon.. Calvin Arnold. .Ne
46 basketball season.
--thare'll be plenty of color in Concord, Darrell Smith. Kirksee,
Mi,s Hilda Dortch, freshman of the 1946 schedule.
William FQY Murray; Don Dye:
the Training School, was selected
Candidates out tor drills include: Faxon. Ronald Thompson, F'aicoe
as "Basketball Queen." for the seaGuards: Charles Keeton. Nash- Joseph Miller. Murray, Hoyt Cl'..
eon.
ville, Tenp.: Bud Willoughby, Pa- ver, Almo, Gene Miller, Alrno.
The letrginen as announced by ducah; Kerry Moore, Corbin; Max
Ste wart: Gene Thurmond, captain; Gibbs, Murray; James Woodall,
II. C. Winchester
Tel. 338
L. C. Miller
Ted Thompson, Max Turnbow, Marion; Dennis 'Taylor,
non; Bobby Clark. Mayfield: Mee
Lassiter,
Harry Gorsuch, -Alfred
11 Maddox, Mayfield,
Tenn.; William Malcolm, Benton,
Leonard Ottway, 'Ralph Boyd, and Mu.; James Thompson. Owensboro;
ea1111.••••••...o•••
Bob Trevathan.
lunes Cooper, Florence, Miss.
Tackles: Hector Ouclette. Lynn,
Paduca h
•
Nance,
Maas.; Frank
"NOW THE PEACE" FILM
Braxton Sanford, Murray; Jay
TO SHOW AT COLLEGE "
Miller, Murray; Cliff White, CleveBrucchieri,
Vito
Ohion:
land.
By Mrs, Sara Sretherman
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
"Now the Peace", a film about
Cleveland. Ohio; Owen Sullivan,
Richard Nesbit exes aOle to re- Paris. Tedn.
the United Nations Organizatfen,
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
will be presented at the little turn home Sunday after an apEnds: "Bud" Dubia, Murray; Wid
about
Chapel at the College on Friday, pendectomy. Richard after
Ellison.. Corbin; atartate Pearce. MeApril 5. at 7:30 p.m. by the Mur- 28 months in the ..hiervice. has re-, t:01)0s, 111..; Frank Tidwell, Hickray League of Women Voters, ac- ceived his discharge. His brother, man; Joe FaUghn, Benton; Jesse
cording to Mrs. C. R. McGavern, James Nesbit.. in service, lost Braboy, Paducah; Billy JOe SaunHerbert
president of the Murray League sortie fingers. His, other brother. ders.
Murray; William
. • .
'SALES REPORT for APRIL 2, 1946
Thomas Nesbit. also anent a year Brooks, East Prairie, Mo ; Todd
of Women Voters.'
VEAL
Dr. C. S. Lowry, head of the in 'service for his country.
Yates. Princeton.
Political Science Department of 'Mrs. Bettie Smotherman Myers
Centers: Max Carlisle. Dan Mc716
16.50Total head sold
No. 1.-Veals
-the College, will lead the discus- who for several years has made Kenzie. Fulton.
stop and will explain the various her home in Georgia, arrived Sat14.00No. 2 Veals
Halfbacks: Don Soudcr, South
15.75Short Fed Steers
branches of the organization and urday for a visit with relatives in Flend, Ind ; Dale -McDaniel, South
Throwouts
4.00k'13.00
how they work.
this vicinity. She will later go to Bend, IncLa Jimmy Allen, Louis12.50- 16.00
Baby. Beeves
Mrs. McGevern has the follow- Teams where 4;an is located.
vine; Charlie .Walsh. Ripley, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin, Mrs. To Firm y
Brownsville,
ing to say concerning the work of
Walker.
8.50- 13.00
Fat Cows
Ellis Paschall and children. Anne Tenn.; Neal Hobart. Henderson:
the League:
- HOGS
"The world has put its hopes and. Janette, were week-end visit- Jack Longgrear. Memphis. Tenn.;
5.90- 8.06
Canners and Cutters
of peace in the UNO. The UNO ors with the family of Mr. and Marvin Hodges, Hickman.
14.35130 to 400 pounds
9.00- 12.50
Bulls
will be only as strong as the citi- Mrs. Riley Gunter and other relaFullbackt:. Finis Gilbert. Paduzens of its 51 nations make it tives of Paducah.
cete Rollie Jenningse Paducah;
60.00-140.00
13.60 Down I
Roughs
Milk Cows, per head
Is it not a fact that there is Relph McClein, Mayfield.
We cannot support it intelligently
how it room for Lis all if we watch careunless we eaderstend
Quarterbacks: Roy Conyer. Ma••••••*•=11•.....•=••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••
works and what it is doing.; If fully and pray earnestly to make
we want peace we mtst labor, improvement in Sabbath observeveryone of us, to achieve and ance?
Mr. and Mrs.' Qrover -Charlton
keep the peace. We must learn
about the UNO. We must help to of Hazel. -Me.-.and Mrs. Charley
strengthen it.
Myers. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lass- --Come and see elafew-the- Peace.' itercreitecie-thear-seettare--Mese-IlaitaThere is no charge"
can Ellis. who is slowly improving
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis and
son have moved to Owensboro.
. Kay, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. ()has Treaa, has the measles
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Myers
New Providence yisiteci her Sunday.
_a.

'We have a number of FORD WHEELS
on hand

Murray Machine
& Tool Co.

Murray Live Stock Company

S. Pleasant Grove

The Best Market in West Kentucky

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

DEMAND
the

BEST
Yes, you demand the best poultry
available because you know high
quality chicks mean more profit..
Our chicks are examined for health.
type, size, weight and production
capacity. Get your chicks from
our scientific hatchery now!

Murray Hatchery
R. E.---X•Roy, Owner

South Fourth Street

DRIVE ()JIM' C,Q1/ 4,144

7t

EARLiNGTON. Ky., April 2
Hoeper Lave, president of th,
Woe Kentucky Coal Company.
said pickets forced the•closing today of eediaainy mines 4,1 North
Diamond eno Hecla in Hopk;i , county. Love said "a gentile of more thee
500" men 'forced twin mine officials,
to go underground at the pits and
call the men off' their jolis.
North Diamond .employed
:lid
.:,out 400 and Mega 22i miners.
Love a.id there was re it reit
break of violence.

1
e‘
l.
• 4te

The man who obeys Asiatic regulations may have an accident but
he is' not as likely to have one as
The guy who disregards the signs
arid rules

CHICK FEED

Let Us SPRING - SERVICE YOUR CAR
and you may be assured of SAFE DR IV IN Gilia*
DRIVE IN TODAY
• Gasoline
• Lubrication
• Oil
• Brakes Checked
Tires Checked
•
• Wash 24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

OPEN SEVEN DAYS' A WEEK

• Munday's Service Station
BENTON ROAD
- "Red" Willoughby

G

Pickets Close Two West
Kentucky Coal Mines

Rudy Barnett
411M11111111111

$3.90
Starling Mash ...
$3.70
Growing Mash ..
$3.80
Laying Mash
32 per cent Poultry
$3.75
Supplement
$3.25
All Mash Ration
$3.45
Hen Scratch
28 per cent Dairy
$3.45
Feed
.-43.35
Mule Feed
Kentucky Hybrid Corn-- t'
White No. 72B and
No. 203; Yellow No.
102 and 103; and
U. S. No. 13, per bu. $8.00
$3.50
5-gal can Motor Oil
Nice Assorted Garden
Seed.
Kobe and Korean
Lespedeza.
Chicken Feeders add
Water Fountains.
Paint and Enamels.

APRIL 15
MEI

We are opening a new and modern dry cleaning establishment, located at 15th and Olive Blvd. . .. across from boy's
dormitory.
Our Personnel have from 5 to 20 year's experience and
-are well qualified for this work.
Quality Dry Cleaning and Quick Service are featured.
WE PICK UP AND'DELIVER

COLLEGE CLEANERS
••••••

Galloway,County
Soil Improvement
Association

Tel. 430

Walter Waterfield
vimmeim
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MRS. H. 1. SLEDD, Editor
Telephone 247 .1.•

—

PARTY FOR HAZEL
SERVICEMEN

PARTY HONORS MISS ARNr

"NIGHT CLUB BOOM"

Miss Lou Anne Easley entertai
ed Friday ntght with a party in
Arnett,
Miss
Wanda
honor of
whose engagement to Mr. Gene
E Watson, hat been announced.

Games and contestswere Played
to
and .prizes were • awarded
McCuiN
31„whn
Jetton, .
Charles
Margaret -.Cobb. Betty Burton_
-GASS-WATERS.MARRIAGE
Hugh Arneet. James Leech. Joan
irring cut !Mayers. • SOLEMNIZED MA.RCH 28
immediately following the re- Jetton.- and Bobbie Leech.
The heart motif was carried out
At a single ring ct:reinony March , csption Mr. and Mrs: Wat,ra left
•
28, at 11 o.lelock in the morning • for a honeymoon trip to Chicago..
in the refreshments. and decoraMias Emily Morris. Murat Hendefson Methodist Church. ; For traveller Mrs. Waters was tions.
West Detroit. Miss Margaret Fran- !attractively dressed in a - navy ray. served at the punch bowl.
I The guests included Misses Lois
cis -6ass. the daughter of Mrs. .fashian and navy accessories..
Ft,
— Elizabeth and the late Asa Gasr Both Mr. and Mrs. Waters are Sims. Alice Burton. Martha Pickro:
riruson Ave , became the bride employees:- -of- Western Electric ard.- Carolyn Williams, Margaret
,
' McNeely. • BOW
of Sycliwy Albert Waters. son of Company and will be at heime at Cobb. Fay,
.
en
Leech. Joan Jetton. Shirley Si:.
Mr. awl- Mrs. .Neva Waters. Man- 1629 Ferguson Ave.. DetroiL
tat
Betty Burton, Anita Rhodes. anti
gray. Ky.. The Reverend Ha W.
rr • ••0
Emily • Morris.
Burden officiated.
PRESBYTERIAN ASSOCIATION
art
Messrs. John McCuan. Joe
The couple were attc tided by
MEETS TUESDAY
115
Leech, Harlan • Osborne. Gene
Mrs Marvin- Gass and Masan McMoffitt. Charles Jetton. Hugh ArKeel
The Woman's Association of the
The bride was beautifully at- Presbyterian Church met Tues- nett. .amesa Leech. Gene E Wattired in a soft blue model with day aftern&m in the ladies' par- son, the honoree and hostess.
en •
•• •
navy accessories and wore a neck- lor at the Church.
Mrj: F. D. Mellen was in charge LYNN GROVE JUNIORS
• lace of pearls and earrings to
Her shoulder bouquet was 1 of the program. Articles on the ENTERTAIN
match
CLASS
American
'as .white rosebuds.
1 Philippines ' and the
Lynn Grove
ot
class
junior
Th.•
The matron of honor wor.• grey Indian. Wece read and - discuesed
Her flawers to make the afteroctonThgram. High School entertained the senior
with pink and black
ega
.._ clasa- and faculty with a formal
• • ..Were pink r. se,HT
banquet. .on Tuesday. March a.
,...c..,.•,.> r•l-,,e far aset. daneha t.v; s.c.s HAS ALL
Hij— . pin
.
herne center-ea:Lan a Malta
ter's wee:Idol.: a Cr.i ire-use frock , DAY MEETING"an
— -- The- f
Cafe .The dining hall 'Was 'dee She ware ,
tot
with navy accesaornat
The Woman's Society -of Chris- rated in Mexican colors and styles.
.a corsag of pink ross buds ani
music
.
.
ha . sweet peas
. tam Service met Tuesday at the Young Seooritat furnished
for the
fte
Mrs Watt rs wore a black dress ' Methodist Church for an .all-day and other entertainment
following program
At the _morning session guests.'
nn
suit With VI.IllIc and black ,aaresso- meeting
an
ries and a aossage. eaf pink rota' ,Mrf-s,' Leonard Vaughn led th.: de- was given:
Mexican Jumping Bean . 'toast- 1
Isi , - buds and .sweee peas . votional and Mrs. A. F. Doran conImagen Lamb,•
.511r. and Mrs. Waars chc the i dm:ted the Bible study. A Covered custresst.
Caearil Le Va /Welcome.. Anna
. d rte far their wedding troin pre-'chrrh kinche,m was se:rved at norm.
vious areas; ms happening on that ' Mrs E. A. Tucker. president. Faye Miller.
!Minsk. ScnOritas. Wanda Lamb
The wedding day was the . pre sided ovar the business seadate
Evon Sutter.
Tucker
and
Mrs.
afternoon,
of
.
the
the,
the
anniversary
01
.
aion
feddine
43rd
Nueitras Muchachaa ;Our boys
bride's parents also ths' 28th mark: Was turned' oelegate to the 'annual
canference. of the W.S.C.S. to tle and girl-st. Lenith RoOrs.
ed the-day -of the marriage of
Butterworth.
groom's parerts arei March 28. • bald. at Dyersburg next week= and - Ad-ois. Charles D.
•
Gittorian. Marjorie Hutson.
1945. Sydney sailed „fram Fraaee Was Fraanres Sexton- as tanned
Class Will. Nx.ximi Broach.
-I alternate. •, Mrs. G. CaaAsheraft
* for the United States.
Gracais 'Thank Yo-ueRaye Todd.
Th5 reeeptian was held at t61130 w;rs in charge of the progr5m and
The
Que Le Va.. Bern 'Best wishes
Ave. the home arf.athe Kaye a aplarldid: paper on
Greenlawn
NEED
fur tomorrow.. Baron Jeffrey.,
An or:.
Ot
C
brid•
Those prestnt were: Mr. and
Mrs Bureau Jeffrey. Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Story. Mr. and Mrs. E.
a.
11 Hawton..Mr. and Mrs Thomas
Hagancamp. Mr and Mrs Fleetwood Crauela Mr. Prentice LassitCi. Murdock. Bettey
Alfred Hagh
Howard. Carroi M Rogers. Charles
D Bum rwarth: Faye Todd. Gene
Miller, Joe.tte Rogers. Noami
Brrach. Arania Windsor, Anna
Faye Miller. Billy Kelly, Bradley
Miller, Charles Ed Rogers. Charles
layette. Imogene Lamb. Henry McReynolds. Elizabeth Morton. Franc's Smith. Glenn Crawford. Joette
Satter. Lenitf, Writers, Lottie Bedwell. Loureil Miller. Lynn Wilderaon. Marjarie Hutson, Paschall
Wear. Sue Morton. Willie Rue Cole,
anct Winnie Lou Jones
The sponsor of the program was
Mrs Thorna, Hogancamp and the
.ana

7
•

.o

- ae --Mr. and Mrs,- Leo pass. for the
:bridal party and dose relatives.
Th: table was covered with an
• aquiette linen cloth and held as
a a, centerpiece a tiered cake toppea by. 41 miniature bride and
groom, flanked on either side by
vases
imperial.% candlewick
tall
arranged
'containing_ artistically
white* Carnations and fern. The
livingroom ato - was 'wearing

The Young Peoples' Union of
the Hazel Baptist Church gave
their director, Gene Orr Miller, a
farewell party and the returning
servicemen were given a warm reception Saturday night. The recently discharged servicemen were
Cy Miller, Owen Jones, Bob Turnbow, Calvin Orr West, and Deroy
Pravine.
Thos.- present were Mr. and Mrs.
Cy Miller. Me. and Mrs. Bob Turnbow, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey,
Misses Mary West, Jo Eva Weatherford, Jane Underwood, Bobbie
Mason, Mickey
Betty
Wilcox,
Jones, Gerthal Armstrong, Essie
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Deroy Pre-vine. Lindy Paschall, Fred Paschall, Jr.. Calvin Orr West. H. F.
Jones. Gernie
Paschall, Owen
Bailey. and Gene Miller.
Sandwiches and cokes and also
many games and contests were en0Yed.
)

Thy

Well-heeled, pleasure-hungry Americans are giving night club; their
biggest business yet, says March of Tirrm's "Night Club Boom."
Above are seen some of the half a hundred personalities who appear
in the MOT film. Top. 1. to r.: El Morocco's host, John Perona, and
guests sample one of the club's fabulous fine wines selected by the
wine steward (below). Top center: Jimmy Dorsey leads his band in their
scorching "Outer Drive." while Bert Lahr relaxes with a grin pt the
famous Stork Club. Cafe Society's plaintive Susan Reed sings W lhe
zither; Ed Wynn uncorks a gag: and the Roosevelts. Elliott and his
screen star wife, Faye Emerson, are among notables -frequenting "21."
Eddie Condon's jazzmen broadcast from his new nighti•ry; while the
raucous Sammy's Bowery Follies revive the gay 90's. And, lower row,
the Stork Club's Sherman Billingsley sits with columnist Leonard Lyons,
while at a nearby table screen star Jinx Falkenburg is caught in a gay
mood by the MOT earners. Comic Danny Thomas panics the custumers
at La Martinique. and at Broadway's zippy Zanzibar,• the Ink Spots
croon a show-stopping tune!
ONDAY.
This film will play at the Varsity SUNDAY4,01.1•

NOTICE!

WE WILL CLOSE AT 2:00 P.M.
EACH THURSDAY
Until Further Notice
BEGI\\I\L APRIL 4

and Mrs Alton ,Garland
Mr
were honored with a house-hold
Shower. Saturday. March 30. at
the home of Mrs. Effie Garland.
The honorees received many use-

A-LBEKT C-KIDER—
LVNCHEON HONORS
MISS RICHMOND
Mesdames C L Sharborough.
• Russell Phalips and Oliver Hood
...ere hostesse* at luncheon Wed; sesday honoring Miss Ruth Rich
eiond. bride-elect of this month.
The Sharborough home was ata-activo with bouquets of spring
'.owers. The bride's table was
entered with a mixed bouquet of
, ;aria. and white blossoms. and
, mall bowls of narcissus wert, used
n table, in the living room. Place's
,eri marked with place cards in
. .e bridal motif. and the honoree
a as present. -1 a gift from the hosA delicious mehu was
assare written for Miss
Cal
Richmond. Mrs -James H _ RichH L Carter. Jr. Miss
•sond.
Ilirhara DI1.12tild. Miss Ann Brown.
.1frs - Wrd Ellison. Miss Madge Petrein.Mrs Tummy Howard. Mrs.
„G Carman. Mrs E J. Beak.
' Mrs "-Hugh Houton _ Miss Tennie
irieckenrid,ge. Mrs E S thugurel
Jr
Mrs Clifford Meltigin. M,
;At. Mrs. Gearge Hart. N'
'I. B
• Vernon Stubhl, fir Id -Jr Mrs
Mr. W G Nash. rel
P W • •Oro•
Purdram.• ,Mt
Woods. M-•
Ralph
MrAaarrt Ssutiblefteld and 'a'
I S0.a&'

1
Special Flowers and
Gifts for All Occasions!

• srt'SCS 'SWEETS' WtTH
MRS LULA DUNN
The Won. n
asr Sete ee
_ram.

iety of Chriaw,If Mr- Lula
Th• f,:1,,v.irog pi S

fulaitiits•
Those present (er the occasion
were:
5.
Mrs Ora Adams, Wanda Jean
Brooks and Carolyn. Mrs. Ola
Mrs Lallie--Ba
Mae Lamb, Irene Lamb. Mrs. A. L.
Bazzell Mrs. Susie Wilson Mrs
Theron Crouch and baby. Sue
Brooks. Ruby Turner. Mrs. Ethel
Darnell. Mrs Margaret Riley. Mrs.
Annie Brooks. Mrs. Cora Gilbert
Will Gilbert. Forrest Gilbert. Mrs.
Denny Bazzell. and children. Lois
Marine. Mrs Alice Moyer. Mrs.
Zelma White. Mrs. Lillian Boggess.
Wes.s Lipford. Olen Garland. and
.
Mrs. Effie
Those sending Rifts were:
Mrs. Vivian Adams. Mrs. Norma
Stubblpild. Mrs Mildred Adams, HKAF.I. PTA TO MEET APRIL
Mrs. Mattie Jones. Mrs. Mary Fin- 11 AT 2:30 P.M.
'The Hazel PTA will meet Thursney. Mrs. M lam Glass. Mrs. Rote.
day aft-a-no-Oil April 11. at 2:30.
ert Turner. rs. Trudie
Mrs. J. W Miller, county counMrs. Ethel Roger;. Mrs. Odell Donelson. Mr- Lillie Cloys. Kra. Nell, cil presideat, will give • Hazel's
Cloys. Mrs. Lyman Dixon. Mrs. PTA history and there will be a
Virginia Doom, J D. Garland, Mrs. ipeciat nuMb.r by Mrs. Stark
,
Mrs. -Rialle
Johrou,n.
Freeman
"Togethe r We Build tor Safety'
Watson. Mrs. Raymond Newsom
.
.is the subje (Or diactis4on.
Walter Cook

parland.

_

ow,
U
•

ram.-••

Flowers transform a special day info a
wo'nderful event - an ordinary day into
an occasion. She'll glow with happiness
When she receives a Cortiag—eTor bouquet
on her birthday, anniversary or anytime
you especially wan4 to please her. You're
always sure of design - originality and
fresh, perfect flowers when you order
from us.

Wa

SPECIAL!
TRACTOR TIRES
7
We have just received a shipment o
tractor thiks.

•

Wr. It
Fr 6'-rid
Jer us''. ',ray( r Mrs Alta Car.
en. Great Heritage' discussed t
Mr- Weldon ls l• - Pr act'.
Dinn. Your s Missioo. NI:
Ophi.
Alta Ca;arm: pr.;y('r.
4+IliPPFgrrhSwift Be 4r Earnest
Mrs. Et.
Gcrtic Hughie: Habits. Mrs
Nit
Bibl.' lesson. Mr,
ViStsori:
()ph..
II P Blanken-hip •
giver, by Brr•

•

'PERIODIC'

••
1.711001400-r_a...rer

a

North Fourth Street

Phone 789

°LETS YOU Mil SIT- BREA'
*Is en6vosegti',eke%

•

MRS TOM ROWLETT
RE-ELECTED CHAIRMAN
OF ZETA DEPARTMENT
The Zeta Department 41 the
Murray Woman's Club held !i business meeting' •Thursday evening at
the club house to elect officers for
the coming club year, Mrs. Tom
Rawlett and Mrs. Cecil . Farria were
re-eleeted president and vice pr•sidnt. Others elected were Mrs.
John T. trvan. secretary. Mrs. W.
C. Elkins. treasurer. Sixteen new
memberships were voted upon by
the members. .
Mrs. Ed West and Miss Oneida
Ahart were hostesses. A donation
was made to the Girl Scout Troop
Cabin Fund..
A disaster meeting will be held
in April with Mrs. A. M. Wolfson,
guest speaker.
• •.

Quick acting . easy to use—keeps for weeks
on your pantry shelf
IF VOL BAKE Al HOME—you can
make all the delicious; bread you want to
... any time you want to with wonderful
Fleisehmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. No
more being caught short with no yeast in the
. no spoiled batch because yeast
house
weakened ... Fleischmann's Fast Rising
keii fresh on your pantry shelf for weeks.
Keep a supply handy. At your grocer's.

_

Furniture Values.

• Living Room Suites
• Studio Couches
• Bedroom Suites
• Dinette Suites (solid oak)
• Platform Rockers
• Upholstered Chairs and Rockers
• Cedar Chests (solid cedar, walnut or blonde
finish)
• Lamps, Mirrors, Hassocks, Clothes Hampers
• Serta Felt Mattresses and Box Springs
•
errsoilers, Toasters, Irons, Hot Plates
atB
treic
l cH
Ele
• Oi
,
bes
rds
oro
Co
f
f
C
•
Flashlights, Radio Batteries
• Iron

Make you feel
days?
"A Wreck" en such
Cramps with

1: you Butter inanthly
accompanying t?red, nervous.
functional
cranky feelings due to
Ihnkham'aVegetable Crefnii—tmapo
symptoms Taken
'us, relieve such
PLnkham
thrtiout the month
hoild up Temahelps
r mp.r.rinet
,
a•rce against such' distrPAst

EMERSON RADIOS

Have our experts check your car's rnotOr—raelore
its condition gets critical.
We welcome your battery
'k heck-up.

for

a

Shipments of Appliances Are Expected Soon
Come in now and register for:

•

• Kelvinator Electric Stoves and Refrigerators
• Apex Washers and Vacuum Cleaners

Main Street Motor Sales
206 LAST MAIN
OTTIS PATTON

SEE SAMPLES

complete

r

It's wise- to do this so you can enjoy the driving
that's ahead.

JOHN B. WATSON

Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
107 South Fourth Street

rlione 587

•
•••••••••11.4,404••••e•

.400Ip-.r..,-•••

•

•
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MABLE SIRESS BEAUTY SALON1

While you think of it, to get your car thoroughly
checked. A check in time often prevents serious
trouble.

Female Weakness

)

•

Smart and Efficient Hair Do's

We are now receiving

START NOW...

(Does Distress et
'

Phone 364-J

800 Olive Street

t

ed ii
Iowa
Red
582
•famil
servi,
serve
the I
;torn

ICI yf":

In

Murray Nursery, Florist
& Gift Shop

Mrs. B. G. Humpnreys DI 308
South Fourth street celebrated
on
seventy-sixth birthday
her
April 1 when she entertained a
group of friends at her home.
The 'ovely eld home was decorated for the occasion with apple
Mrs.
blossoms, lilacs -and ivy.
Humphreys was presented a corsage of roses and carnations, and
received Many lovely gifts from
the guests. .
A :alit(' plate was served to tie:
following guests:
Mesdames Felix Holt of Detroit,
B. F. Berry, Clyde Downs,' Foreman Graham. Gus Nix, Amos Lax,
George Jones. John Smith, C. H.
Redden, Lillie Mayer and Miss
Mary Yarbrough.

44016

youngblood.

Song. - What

C,

V

vice chairman, Mrs. E. B. Howton: JUNIOR CLASS OF TRAINING
secretary, Mrs. R. H. Thurman; SCHOOL ENTERTAINS'
treasurer, Mrs. Robert Jones.
The junior class of Murra.Y
a Miss Oneida Wear presided over
School presented a spring
Training
The club
the business session.
erircently at ths Carr
carnival
voted a donation of $10.00 to the
Health building. There were difGirl Scout drive.
•
ferent booths.
Mrs. W. G. Nash was program
refreshments and
had
They
chairman and introduced Mrs. John
drinks. There was a floor show
M. Rowlett who talked on "Art in
at the end. Janie Clopton tap
Mader Horne,s". using slides to il'danced and Ann Adams played the
lustrate her lecture.
accordion—Weekly Star
Dieing the social hour refreshments were served by the hostesses, Mesdame...s Hugh Houston. MISS ON-EIDA AHART
John Miller, E. B. Howton and SIGNALLY HONORED
W. G. Nash.
Mrs. Oneida Ahart, president of
the Delta Mu Chapter of Wood••
men -Circle Tau Phi Lambda SoMAGAZINE CLUB .
rority, by her studious applicaMEETS WITH MRS. BROACH
tion to the Sorority Flitualistic
Mrs. R. E. Broach entertained Work and her progressive interest
members of the Murray Magazine' in the different avenues of sororClub in her home Thursday after- ity life. has been awarded the recnoon, March 28. Mrs. George Up- ognition of Sorority Instructor
Miss Ahart becomes Kentucky's
church, chairman, presided over
a short
business meeting after first Tau Phi Lambda Instructor.
which a timely program on world Wills this honor comes the responsibility of instructing other sorority
affairs was presented.
Mrs. W. W. McElrath discussed groups in the state. Miss Ahart's
Murray is a wide
in
"National Affairs and Foreign Re- chapter
-Why World Unity?" awake working group of young
lations."
was presented by Mrs. Leslie Put- women meeting all national requirements.
nam.

STELLA HOMEMAKERS •
CLUB MEETS MARCH 28
Homemakers Club
The Stella
met March 28 in the hcme of Mrs.
Freeman James. with Mrs. C. C.
Solman. president of the club, in
charge.
The meeting opened at 2 p.m. DELTAS NAME NEW OFFICERS
with the singing of "America.•' The
At the regular meeting of the
Lord's prayer was repeated in
Delta Department of the Woman's I
unison.
Tuesda‘
whica, was held
Mrs. Lotrisr Nanney, program
evening at Inc clubhouse the folChairman. fui nished pl nty of fun
lowing officers for 1948-47 were__
ekcted:
The lesrAun was on Color HarMilk:
Mrs, John
Chairman.
mony. with' Miss Rachel Rowland
discussion
leading the
Fourteen nambers, and three
The visitvisitois were present
ors were Mrs. C. la, Christenberry
Detroit. Mrs. Shannon Ellis and
Mrs. C. L. Trevathan. Mrs.. Ellis
and Mrs. Thurman were enrolled
as new members.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. freeman Johnson on April 25 at 2 p in.

MR. MRS ALTON GARLAND
HONORED WITH SHOWER

BLUE BIRD CAFE

1

•••

MRS. B. G. HUMPHREYS
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY

SENOR

1.15s.ON CRIDER--

TH
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RED CROSS SERVICE
STATEMENT
4141616

•.-

Out of the 1160 service men listed in the Ledger. & Times the Calloway County Chapter, American
Rid Cross, has given services to
582 of these service Men or their
families.
They have also given
services to 244 Calloway County
service men who were not listed in
theLedger te Times, but who went
from other di aft boards and their

of

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

families were living in Calloway
county.
When the Ledger & Times has
completed the history of Heroes of
World War 11, we will give a complete list of the service men or
their families that have been given
services by this Red Cross Chapter.
—B. Melugin, Executive
Secretary, Red Cross
READ

THE

CLASSIFIEDS

Lieutenant
GEORGE E. OVERBEY

0lc

United States Naval Reserve
(Inactive duty)

rc-

Welcome Home

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Kemper,
a daughter, born March 30.
Mr. and Mrs. James Shelton, /111
daughter, born April 4.

Statuatory Session Of The' Ledger
Fiscal Court Tuesday Congratulates
Makes Appointments Mr. and Mrs. Vernon

Lt. Harding Cole Williams, who
.
served with the Army Air Corps,
Downs,
She still walks with a slight limp, but was discharged February 23 and is
Dover, Tenn., a son, Richard
NEW SCHOOL TAX CAN
her leg is straight, and she doesn't have - to at home here with his father,
The statuatory aession of the Wayne, born March 29. a
BE IMPOSED FOR '45
Yewell Williams, and his great Fiscal Court met Tuesday in the
wear braces, or ,use walking stick now!
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Russell, New
grandmother, Mrs. Bush Houston. county court room with County
Concord, a daughter, Elreda, born
Eight-year-old Anna Lee Coffee, Grayson, Mr. Williams plans to enter MurFRANKFORT, Ky., As•
Judge Pink Curd presiding. All
School districts may wa-it s- tit
Carter County, is another one of hundreds ray State College where he will members of the court were pres- Mardi 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Towery, June 19 and then levy a maxiof such ease stories, written in real life by work on- his master's degree.
ent.
- They were Judge Curd,
Kirksey, a daughter, Carolyn Ann, mum tax of $1.50 per $100 property,
was
disSrt.
W.
0.
Conner
County
Attorney
Joe
HA
Weaks;
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Chilborn March 31.
valuation, Attorney General Eldon
dren and the Kentucky Crippled Children charged at Camp Aticebury on Sheriff W. B. Patterson, County
Lt. and Mrs. D. S. Brumbaugh, S. Dummit said today.
March 6 and has been with his Clerk Lester Nanny, and magisCommission.
A 1946 legislative act, effective
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Con- trates, Gatlin Clopton, W. A. Pat- a son. born March 31.
It was to the Commission Clinic at Lex- ner. He and Mrs.
Conner will terson, Almon Willoughby, G. M. Mr. and Mrs. W. 'J. Colburn, a June 19. makes $1.50 the maximum
ington that a young mother, Mrs. John Cof- leave for Cincinnati this
, for all Kentucky counties.
week Potts, C. E. Erwin, W. C. Robin- daughter, born March 30
fee, brought her two year old daughter in where they will be employed with son, and L. M. Moody.•14••••••••••••••••
•••••m•
October, 1940. A victim of a congenital his uncle, H. 0. Blalock.
Dr. Earl Adams was elected
crippling condition, Anna Lee's right leg
county veterinarian to succeed Dr.
Gordon Moody
H. H. Boggess.
was completely paralyzed. Examinatiou was
was re-elected county treasurer;
made, a long leg brace and surgical shoes
and Dewey Lampkins was selected
were furnished by the Commission. At incounty poor house keeper to sue-'
tervals the child returned for examination,
Monday, April t1
ceed Raymond HargroVe who was
The Board of Directors of the
brace repairs and new shoes. She improvnot an applicant.
ed to some extent, but in October, 1943, she United Council of Church Women
J. H. Shackelford was appointwill
meet
at
1:30
p.m.
at
the
Red
was admitted to the hospital for muscle
ed to membership on the CalloCross room for a business meeting
way County Budget Commission
training. Four months this training conand sewing.
to act in conjunction with the
tinued before Anna Lee could leave the
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle county judge and county attorney
hospital in February, 1944, using walking will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
who are ex-officio members of the
sticks. She continued to report regularly for: of Mrs. T. H. Mullins, Jr. Miss
commission.
check-up examinations. In April, 1945. she Racine Spicsr is program leader.
Miss Frances Whitnell and Mrs.
Tuesday, April 9
was permitted to discard her crutches .
and she is improving slowly
Mary Russell Williams were apwill
meet
at
The
Eastern
Star
to the point where she can romp and play like other children, to the
poirfted to audit the books of the
Masonic Hall at 7:15 p.m. for ini- county treasurer, Gordon Moody,
point where, thanks to the Commission and the Society she will grow
tiation.
and former sheriff, Carl Kingins.
up into a happy, useful citizen.
Jessie. Houston Officers'
The
rates
Anna Lee's success story was made possible by the work of the Club of the W(xxlnien Circle will The court set the county tax
at no increase or no decrease of
Kentucky Crippled Children Commission, the official public agency meet with Miss . Katie Martin at
W.4' Z. Carter,
the past year:
providing treatment for crippled children under 21 whose parentt 7:30 pm.
superintendent of the city schools,
cannot pay. BSA the Commission's work is- made possible,'partlys-bg
—__WedaestlaYa..A_PAL.10__
-submitted ilia budget_ -for
Mrs. Ola Newman will be' hos- schools.
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Chddren, which supplements the inIt was approved with
Crafts Club
permission to change his applicaadequate budget of the. Commission, and assists the Commission in con- tess to the Arts and
41=1.
•
at 248 at the home of Mrs. Jack tion if the new tax ruling may be
ductinjs clinics, providing hospitalization, appliances, and specialikin.
Beale, Jr. '•
applied td this budget.
ing. The Society isaiow conducting its annual drive for funds through
The- regular rriCeting of the
The county called the three and
special contributions and sale of Easter Seals. The gbayor the state Mothaa's Cluo has been postponed
one-fourth per cent county school
April
Thursday,
is $125,000.
10
to
from April
bonds and re-issued 2 and one-half
18, at 2:30 R,r.n. at the Training per cent bond which is a saving of
School. Dr. Hugh Houston will about $1800 for the life of the
give an illustrated lecture on bonds.
Health.
Thursday, April U
The - regalar Meeting of the DR. C. S. LOWRY SPEAKS
Woman's Club will be held at the IN.PARIS APRIL II
club house at 3 o'clock.
"Why, haven't you heard about the hilarious
Dr. C. S. Lowry, head of the
Thursday, April 11
C.I.O. Uniteci Alit, Workers leackmeeting
of the socitil scierese -department' St MurThe regular
Play?"
Junior
ers ordered a mass picket line Woodmin Circle will be at, the ray State College. will speak at an
open meeting of the Business and
thrown about the big Buick Divis- Woman's Clubhouse at 7:30 p.m.
Professional Women's Club Mon"No! Tell me about it. What's the name?
ion of General Motors Corporation
-- --— —
day evening, April 8, at 7:30 p.m.
in Flint, Mich., Monday following NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Where
is it? When is it? What's the admission?"
Church
Christian
aflare-up of resentment (tater un- SOCIETY TO MEET APRIL 13 iii the First
Tenn.
•
auditorium,
Paris,
settled Meal strike issues.
The North Pleasant Grove MisHis remarks will be directed to
"Oh! It's THE GROOM SAID "NO." PreThe largest G.M. local union in..
sionary Society will meet at the an interpretation of political afthe country, Buick 599, approving
sented by the Junior Class of Murray High at the
home of Mis. Edmond Collie, Sat- fairs in the postwar period.
the national peace terms over- urday afternoon, April 13. VisitDr. Lowry received the master
High School Auditorium, APRIL 9, 1946 at 7:31
whelmingly, voted 2,767 to 1,510 to ors are cordially invited.
of science degree from Harvard
stay off the jot until plant grievP. M. Admission 25c and 35c."
University, and -the Pb. D. degree
ances have been ironed out.
from the University of . Kentucky
Ben Woody:vet. president Of the
Political- theory is his major field.
local, called for the mass turnout
professor of
but 'he is also a
Easter Seals are now being mail- of pickets Tuesday morning. .
Martha. the little daughter of American and European history,
el to hundreds of homes throughHe added that .the management 'Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weaks. Jr., was economics, and sociology.
out the state by the Kentucky So- of the plant will be asked to meet painfully injured last week when
ciety for Crippled Children.
immediately with U.A.W. - C.1.0. an arm was caught in the wringer
The money raised by the sale of leaders to discuss 10 unsettled of a, washing machine.
Dianne. the little daughter of
the seals helps augment the inade- grievances.
Seniority Is In Dispute
of the „Kentucky
quate budget
Mr. arid Mrs. W. C. Elkins, is at
children
Commission,
Chief points still
in
dispute. home convalescing from an operaCrippled
which is the officialspublic agency Woodward said, are seniority. san- tion.
to provide treatment foe Ken- itation equipment. the reprimand
Mrs. Vernon I. Weihe, Dayton,
tucky's crippled children under 21, system by which foremen are per- 0., is -visiting her grandmother,
whose parent.; cannot pay. The mitted to make complaints, that Mrs. T. H. Blalock. and her aunts.
goal of the Easter campaign this may result in discharge, the piece- Mrs. W. H. Conner, and Mrs. M.
year is $126400.
work system, and the method of re- J. Mitchell, Alm() Route 1. Mrs.
Weihc is the daughtsr of Mr. and
The Society has as Its immediate viewing discharge cases.
objectives, in addition to continuAt a two-hour. rally, which drew Mrs. J. B. Blalock: -Louisville
Mrs. John Long' is ill at her
ing its assistance to the Commis- a crowd estimated at 10.000 persion, the building of a convalescent sons, the members of Local 599 home.
home for Crippled children', estab-. heard strike. leaders plead for a
lishing a curative" workshop in continuation of the walkout that be- RED,CROSS WORKERS ASKED
Louisville and organizing a pro- gan last,Novembir 21.
TO REPORT TIME GIVEN
hotne-bound cripples.
gram for
The union claims. 15,000 members
This program will be extended in the Buick plant and the U.A.W.Will all Red Cross Volunteer
throughout the state as rapidly as C.1.0. representative said they were workers who gave as much or
possibli.
at a loss to explain the relatively more than 200 hours service durall small vote on the return-to-work ing the years of the war please
from
crippled
Children
causes, such as injury, bone dis- proposal., Reporters on the scene send in your name, address and
ease or infection, infantile paraly- said numerous persons walked past number of hours, to the Red Cross
office.
sis, and those !born crippled, are the ballot boxes without voting_
treated by the Commission and
If you cannot give the hours
Week's Delay Predicted
the Society. More than 11,000 such
Alfred Federico. -chairman of the and can give the name and numcases have been cared for guring top U.A.W.-C.1.0. committee that ber of garments made, send that
the past 20 years and there is negotiated the national agreement, information to the Red Cross of•
always it' long *aiting list. 4s. •
urged the strikers to remain -out fice.
—B. Melugin, Executive
Easter seals are ,in sheets of .one of the plant, and told them:
Secretary, Red tross
hundrectat a penny apiece pr $1.00
"You'll be out a week anyway
a sheet. Memberships in the So- before you T,ari return toswork, and
ciety range 'from 82.00 upward. I _give you my word local issues
Everyone is urged to mail his con- will be settled by that time."
tribution to his county chairman,
flies Buick local was the 44th
who is T..0. Turner.
unit to approve tlys national setapproximately
90
Committees in
Dr_ Ravrnond F. McLain, presitlement terms, and the 16th in the
Lexcounties are sponsoring the Easter
rountry tp order prolongation of dent .of Transylvania College.
cafimaign.
College state
the walkout pendintal further ne- ington, told Murray
gotiations. Twenty-eight locals have dents and faculty in a chapel talk
"sovereignty".
-approved) a return to work as soon here Monday that
enterprise", and "rugged
as the -corporationtissues the Calls.-- "private
. "are concepts
-- individualism" s
probably within a few days. .
pertinent in the
Pit. C. E. CRASS WITH —
Only one local, In
Baltimore, that are no longer
- Md., has rejected the national set- kind of world in whicp we live toAFT DEPOT IN GER.MANY
- tlement terms which include the day-.
Furstenfeldirruck. Germany
Pa. Conley E. Crises, son of M. -18 1--2" t4t1t hourly:P.1/W Increase"- -Recently discharge/is...from the
and Mrs. Conley Crass. 205 Ash .
U. S. Navy where he has been
chaplain. Dr. McLain is delivering
street. Murray, Ky., has arrived
iit the European Theater Army
It rarely occurs t(1 - N man that a a series of lectures during "ReligAir Forces Reinforcement Depot, woman is consciously trying to•im- ious Emphasis Week" at Murray
College.
and will soon be assigned to a press him.
permanent station somewhere in
4=...•••04EMP04•10
4=.41M••••••
,
••0•••••••
1110.
mr• 01••••••=.• •=1•••••••0104,
Germany.
....
While he is at this post, situated
-on thas-pieturesqua
wooded slope of a German 'Alpine
range, Plc: Crass will have an
opportunity .to enjoy the scenic
Bavaria
beauties
of _Southern
tishich made the region popular
among pre-war tourists.
Formerly a prominent Luftwaffe
training scaool, the . Army Air
Eprces Reinforcement Etepot is
one of the Most attractive fields
in Europe. At the present time
-several thousand soldiers each
• ARDEN SEED
• FIELD SEED
month • are processed and given
orientation in "(Heir occupational
duties at this key station. s,
Murray. Retitle ky
,Before entering the service in
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SOCIETY FM CRIPPLED CHILDREN
SETS STATE GOAL AT $125,000
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STUDENT LOUNGE

The re-opening of his.Law Offices

Murray State College

Gatlin Building

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

Murray, Kentucky

Dancing from 8:00

Telephone 14

-4)

Music by Billy Crosswy and his
orchestra

f
•

•

WE CAN VULCANIZE ANY
SIZE TRACTOR TIRE

Admission $1.00, couple or stag

We run Tractor Tires through ahead of
anything else.

r

Don't wait until you need your tractor . .. HAVE
TIRES PUT IN GOOD CONDITION NOW!

Easter Seals Will Bring Aid To
Crippled Children

• First Class Material
• 24-Hour Service on Tractor Tires
ANY SIZE PASSENGER CAR TIRES OR TRUCK I
TIRES RECAPPED AND VULCANIZED

ADAMS
TIRE RECAPPING COMPANY

L

[s
•

an
to
ful
\To
he
ist
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Paris, Tenn.

ir

Telephone ill

NOTICE!

No domestic user of coal can order coal unless
_he_ta.ess_ than_ ten dark_ qupply_un. bond_ If he
.has less than ten (lays supply on hand, he must
sign a statement to that effect, and. then can get
no more than one ton.

Scotch Tape
AND

Coal users are requested to abide by' this rule
as set forth.

'Rubber Bands

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
& ICE CO.
L F. THURMOND COAL CO.
,ammmominnimmomminmIMMINI

YOU CAN ALSO FIND WE CARRY THE
FOLLOWING IN STOCK:

Due to the strike emergency The
Solid Fuels Administration has
issued these orders:

SERVICE NOTES

All orders for coal to be
placed in writing.
If domestic consumers have
less than 10-days supply
they are allowed one ton.

FEDERAL FERTILIZER

Hospitals allowed only 10
days supply.
- Industrial consumers only 5
days supply.

Frank Pool Coal Co.

4,10

A 'A*

a

'ea -

The Ledger CS Times

'Teteptrtrrit-;1-41
tter-Nrirtir-TITIrd'iltretrt—
"You Never,Pay More At Ross Feed Store"
110.4..................1M00.0.1•0•4.11111.1.MW,MM,

1
,•M• Alm ••=11,411•1••wilW•4•1...,,,14111•00•11M1r0•=1.411M...

15
--"*VAIMMIM,==rsigilbal=2884111.d
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','
-

If we don't have what you want we can usually get it

'ROSS FEED COMPANY

Ray:- 11H'S, --•.h-C ATtentlea -11ttIrt*
High . School, and ..3.si later emptdyed as a truck driver by Baijey
Barnett, Murray,../cy..„.
. ti -,

a Sais'es4asassetaalass.aa'aa •

Inks
Ledgers
Scratch Pads
Columnar Sheets
Ledger Sheets
Manila Folders
Vertical Filing Gdides
Onion Skin Second Sheets
Rediforni-Blanks
Typewriter Ribbon
TypeWriter Paper
Carbon
Stencils
Manuscript Covers

AND MANY OTHER ITEMS

3,9 - 6
4 - 12 - 8
- 12 - 6
2
12
3 - 12 A Quality Fertilizer for every Farm Need
WE DELIVER
Nitrate of Soda, Vigoro, Ammonium
Nitrate
• .

r

••••

's43b-itarrnigumfem

.*
*
*
-*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Dr. R. F. McLain.
Speaks In College

NOTICE!

g
....pw.mligr

"See you there Tuesday night!"

• They're Back!

The same applies to industrial users with the
.exception that the limit is five days, with some
considerations.

▪

What's Coming?"

_

The same applies to hospitals, with some considerations.

WI!

Local Issues
Tie Up Buick's
Plant In Flint

• LOCALS

The Solid Fuels Administration Has
Directed That:

'-‘

"Coming!

-r="""e""lorsosas'IWArlf -t-iistarfreigtere/Patse rscgairsa.aaaamos- swam-aces awe:rieweatalinualanilmaismeasoiswealaesseatasastsasearesasassaatoevseaaaiitiuusassetetesealsias
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.11 weeks with their sister? Mrs. T.
• S. Herron.
Mrs. J. A. Hillsthan, Ridgely,
Mr and Mrs Jim Scheiman of Tenn.. was aguest iza, the home
Mrs.
and
Memphis are visiting Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. T S. Herron ThursD. N. White.
day and Friday.
Miss Mickey Jones of Bowling
Green visited her parents the past
WOMAN ACCUSED OF
week -end
DESERTING HER 4 CHILDREN
week
the
Taylor
spent
Robt.
J.
end in Hazel
Mrs Lyaii Cooper. Paducah, was
Mr. and Mrs John Edd Scott
in the McCracken county jail FriMurray visited friends here Satday on el charge of deserting her
urday.
lour young children, according to
Mr. and Mrs.• J. R. Miller lef
a story in the Paducah paper.
for Evansville. Ind.. Saturday -tO
The warrant was sworn out by
has
who
Robert.
son.
their
meet
just arrived from overseas ser- her husband. George H. Cooper.
vice. They will visia, in the home 'who was discharged from the
of Rev. and Mrs. ;ernes Miller be- Army two months ago. The Coopers address was listed on the warfore returning to Hazel.
Mr. and Ws. Claud Anderson rant as 3329 Central avenue.
Sheriff Barkley Graham said he
were in Paris Monday
Lloyd-- Roane. son of Mrs. Essie arrested Mrs. Cooper in a taverrt
Monday for the shortly after the warrant wasRoane. - .leaves
United States Armed Forces forl sworn oua. He said she was in
company with Jesse Warden at the
examination.
Gene Orr Miller left Tuesday for time of the arrest.
Warden, who said he is a disthe U. S. Army where he will be
charged soldier. Was arrested also
,
inducted into the service.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Paschall and charged with lewdness Sheriff
Graham said he ioaestigated and
are in Louisville this week.
Mrs. Hancy Paschall is confined found that Warden and -1E1-s. Cool
• er were registered at a hotel here
to her room because of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar St. John, under the name of -Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Frank Gipson and Mrs. Clif- Jesse Warden"
The children are two, four, six
ford were in Shelbyville. Tenn..
a few days this week visiting Mr. and eight years old. •
Sheriff Graham said Warden
and .Mrs. B. Warren and Mr. and
did not have credentials showing
Mrs. Lewis Clanton.
Mr: and Mrs Otho White welt. he was a dischargee and his Army
in Macon, Ga . last week to visit status is 'being probed. `
theft •daughler.- /airs: Lavender
and Mr. Lavender.
Mrs Willard Fewla'ss of El Paso.
Tex. and Miss Hattie Roberts of
Denver. Coo.. have returned to
their homes after spending a few Tuesday. April 9 -Faxon Club- at
10 30 am. in the home of Mrs.
Mayme Dyer
- Wednesday. April 10—East Side
Club at 1:30 p.m. in home of
Mrs. Thomas Parker
Fraday, April 122-West Murray
Club at 1 -30 pm in ',Disciple
Center

- HAZEL NEWS
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OUR DEMOCRACY
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1124 DEAD, HIGH PROPERTY
Apra 1 and a beautiful spring DAMAGE FROM TIDAL WAVE
day. No seriout illness to report
Murray Route V

Livestock Leadershi
In Capable Hands

Election of George Hart- of Murthe Western
Tidal waves that pounded Pa- island of Hawaii, largest in the ray as president of
Livestock Ascific shores from the Aleutians to Hawaiian group, which caught the Kentucky Purebred
'sociation means that the leadershipa ,
South /America along a 3,100-mile
full fury of . waves that thundered of the 'organization
been
has
perlong arc killed possibly 124
in without warning.
for the
hands
capable
in
placed
sons in 24 - hours ending Tuesday
Hilo, d ei'y of 25.000 population next year.
wrought property .damage
and
northeast eoast,
Many duties have been placed on
soaring into the millions—mainly on the exposed
was battered and its streets piled the broad shoulders of Mr. Hart,
in Hawaii.
but he has carried them out well
The heaving ocean floor off the high with water-swept debris.--,'
Eighty-two of the 93 known dead and with dispatch. They say that
Aleutians. where the spektacular
seismic turbulence originated, were reported from the Hawaiian if you want something done, ask a
churned a new 40-foot tidal wave Islands, and, of these, 60 were busya man to do it. If this holds
that moved slowly through the taken from Wreckage. • in Hilo. true--and experience has shown
One man was swept to sea and that it does—the livestock group
Gulf of,Alaaka Tuesday.
selected the right man as its presi-.
.Twelve coast gualsmen. and two drowned in California.
Navy officials had - expressed dent fur the year.
civilians..,, were taken from Middleton island in the gulf, and women fears that as many as 300 persons
There is a great future for Imand children were removed from might have lost their lives in Hilo, provement of livestock in 'western
Naknek on the Alaskan peninsula but • many of those first reported Kentucky and the association can
as the new tide surged toward missing had turned up safe.
material contributions to
make
Ten men were carried away and progress in that direction.
Alaska.
the
When
drowned
Meanwhile, one of the greatest presumed
—Editorial from Paducah Sunair-sea rescue operations in the north-bound tidal wave engulfed
Democrat.
peacetime history of the mid-Pa- Scotch Cap lighthouse On Uni70
only
island
cific was in full swing in the stric- mak. an Aleutian
W.O.W. MEETING SET
ken Hawaiian Islands., hardest hit miles from the calculated center
of the submarine earthquake._ ,
by the sea disaster.
The Murray Calnp No. 592
Planes and ships put out to ara - Nearby Dutch Harbor. standing W.O.W. will meet Friday night.
defense
Navy's
apex'
the
of
the
at
be
still
might
for
who
any
looking
Mrs. Annie Harmon and Mrs.
April 5, at 7:30 o'clock in the new
Myrtle Steele spent Saturday with clinging, to the wreckage of their triangle! in the Pacific, escaped hall over the Kroger store on west
protected
did
as
damage
homes, torn from their foundations major
Mrs. Bess Linville.
side of court square.
Mrs. Ocie Grubbs and son visit- when three waves struck Monday. Pearl Harbor at the western end of
This is a i.pecial meeting for inThe known death toll stood at the triangle's base.
1 'Mrs. Hall last week.
itiatiori and business. An interestThe Navy reported damage to
Mr. and Mrs. James Nesbitt and 94_83 in the Hawaiian Wanda, 10
ing program has been arranged: a
daughter haae moved to Mrs. Ad- in the Aleutians.• and one in Cal- installations, however, at Midway. arid all WaO.W. Members are urged
Pearl
of
northwest
tiles
1.140
on
officials
Cross
Red
ifornia—but
I die Wilson'-: place.
to attend, according' to • Waylun
at least 30 more Harbor, and at Johnston Island, Rayburn, coasul commander. .
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell and Hawaii said
-800_
-aisproximmiely-an spent Saturday night and -Surje_ bodies 'had been sighted there
said the shocks southwest.
Seismologists
day with Mr. and Mrs. Tom LinWhen children stand quiet they
30-foot wave was reported to
and the new wave were the norville and had a fish supper.
have done some ill.—George HerMonday's have .lashed at the historic "Robin- bert, 1640.
from
TO THE MODERN PIONEER, VVHO IN THE /SPIRIT
and Mrs. William Grubbs, mal backwash
FerOF 'as saiREFATatERS, SEEKS OPPORTUNITY
Mrs. May Grubbs. Mr. and Mrs. earth-shaking disturbance. whica son Crusoe's island" of Juan
IN A 1,IRGIN LAND, ALASKA- NNITH ITS
J. W. Salmon and sons had a fish took a known toll of at least 93 nandez. 600 miles off Valparaiso.
MODERATE COASTAL TEMPERATURES
supper with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. lives and damaged. millions of dol- Residents fled to the hills.
AND VAST NATURAL RESOURCES- IS
Linville Saturday night. Sunday lars of property from California
More Airnerican lives were lost in
guests were Mr. and Mrs. J. T. to Midway.
A FRONT/ER
Army and Navy rescue planes motor vehicle accidents' 'in 1945
Adams. Mr. and Mrs. Hardy, WilYET TO BE MASTERED
son and 'Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Col- continued to search the seaco.st than Were lost during the past 75
•
around the Hawaiian Islands for years in 36 major disasters resultlins and daughters.
•
ing from fire, flood, storm, earthWinchester perscms-aawept out to sea.
Mary Alice
Miss
mike and explosion, the National
and 'Mrs. Frances Deering, is ill visited Miss Virginia Futrell Sun-Doctors( rursea auct Red Cross
with measles..
disaster workers converged. on the afety Cuutizil' reports.
day.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
A correction please, last week I
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Grooms atMISS ZI POril Morris is improving
dinner at Cid ,said Miss Futrell was home on a
birthday
a
tended
at her homa from a recent operavisit from Paducah, but she is
tion at HouatomMcDevitt Clinic. Rhodes' Sunday.
and working at Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and home now
Mrs Name Paschall was in Paris
Mrs. Maud Grogan visited Mrs.
children. Mr. and Mrs. Wade HolMonday to see Dr. Paschah.
William Grubbs last week and is
95-acre farm, all creek bottom land, 3-room house, 1
Mr. and Mrs Glynn Orr spent ley and daughter spent Sunday
Mrs. Everton Dodds
tobacco barn, one 6-stall stock barn, 2 wells and creek Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Ru- with. Mr. ana Mrs. Taylor Holley. at Mr. and •Their baby is sick.
this wee-k.
water; 8 miles northwest of Murray; one-half mile off of dolph Key. Mrs. Key has been
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Paschall
Pfc. Rom Giles. USMC. is home
confined to her room several days were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Highway 121. 7-acre tobacco base.
emergen7y furlough because of
on
Deimos Paschall Friday 'evening. the death at his grandfather. Mr.
iihlo• but is improving.
40-acre farm 2 1-2 miles north of Five Points, on school with
Jack Key is suffering with neud Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
bus, mail route and milk route; 5-room house with base- ritis. He's taking treatments in and childrea spent Sunday with Ike Adams. Pfc. Giles is stationed
at Camp LeJeune. N. C.
ment and built-ins, stock barn, tobacco barn size 28x28 Murray
Mr. and Mrs Glynn Orr.
1-2
gravel
road.
3
acre
good
feet; good well water, on
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance
- Mrs. Nina Holley. Mrs. Lennie
visited Mr. and Mrs. Coyn Nance Joins. Mrs. Lillian Poyner. Mrs.
tobacco base.
try.
rs
!
o
st
sed H
l.ouain
Ruth
=Hpoallsecj;1.alL
0
_
47-acre farm, new 5-room house, common stock barn, Sunday.
L epart.
D
r .
n
Mr. and Mrs Maburn Key and
new chicken house; fine well water; 15 acres branch botMr. and Mrs, Otr visited Miss ZiporaMorris
visited
tom; 8 acres in nice timber; 8 miles east of Murray on Rabert Anderson Sunday.
Saturday afternoon__
WPA road just off Highway 94.
Milford the little 'on of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Creation of the new Board of
3 CI"
'
TO° "tile V40
and children visited at Reriolph Claims to expedite settlement of
55-acre farm. 1 1-2 mile north of Kirksey on Highway
damage claims against the DepartKey's Saturday afternoon.
—extra nice 5-room house, large tobacco barn, small stock USE
XC1-'
PAIR
.Mrs. Cleo Key and Mrs. Oman ment of Highways will save bath
barn; 5 acres good timber; good well water. This is one
visited at Frances Deer- the state and the plaintiff time and
County.
in
Calloway
farms
the
of
nicest
---1.--ONE COAT COVE
money, according to Ja -Stephen
in saSattirday..
WALLPAPERS
law
110-acre farm, 35 acres timber,' 15 acres creek botThe
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and Watkins, commissioner.
TABLETS, SALVE. NOSE
Board becomes
new
PasOman
Mrs
the
tom ; close to church and school; improvements fair; near LIQUID.
and
Mr.
creating
daughter.
APPLIES EASILY
2.
ONLY
DROPS. CAUTION: USE
chall. Mr. and Mrs. George Jenk- effective June 19 and will consist
Temple Hill church. Priced to sell.
AS DIRECTED
DRIES IN ONE HOUR
3.
of a judge or commissioner of the
18 acres unimproved land, 3 1-2 miles south of Mur4. MIXES WITH WATER
Kentucky Court of Appeals, the
ray on old Murray and Paris road.
Attorney General and the Corn5. WASHABLE
100-acre farm in Hico, Ky.; house fair, good tobacco
missioner of Finance. They will I
Claims
pay.
serve without added
barn, stock barn, good well water and cistern. It will
to be filed are limited to $1000.
pay you to see this farm.
but can he asettiod by the Board
A. Quella Products Company presents
100-acre farm; good 4-room house, good- stock barn,
without reaarting to formal action
THE NEW PRODUCT
good tobacco barn, large crib, good chicken house, 15
by resolution by the General Asacres timber; good well water; 4 miles northwest of Mug's,
sembly.
ray. Priced cheap.
"While the Board of Claims law.
effect...waive% the states urnWater Proofing Compound
MHIS country is short of inin
on
95-acre farm 5 miles east of Murray
Highway 94;
from suit: it was recommunity
dustrial fats, mighty short.
new 7-room house, hardwood floors, built-ins and nice
LAST!
DRY BASEMENTS AT
Department of
by the
mended
supply is so low that the
one.
The
about
this
home,
ask
real
a
If
want
you
basement.
Highways as an economy measure
government must decide how
AQUA-PRUF is easy to apply
35 acres 8 1-2 miles east of Murray on WPA road, oneandatuagive redress ao Wizens who
P.
much fat can be released to
have suffered damages of $1000 or
half mile west ef Highway 94; 4-room house, good
make soap; how much for other
less", Mr. Watkins said. "Awards
chicken house, tobacco barn and stock barn; nice young
peacetime goods. The shortage
from the
payable
made
be
will
sell.
to
orchard; good well water; 8 acres timber. Priced
would be even worse without
state road fund. Many of the res40 3-4 acre farm near Old Salem church; good 4-room
The ideal semi-gloss finish for kitchen and bathroom the wonderful help American
olutions vetoed by Governor Willis
house, new wash house and smoke house with concrete
Amaz- housewives are giving by turnmay yet be prosecuted before this walls and for woodwork throughout your home.
ot
j
floor, large chicken house, good stock barn and tobacco
new agency - since it will . have ingly washable. In a variety of instrotis colors and tints. ing in used fats.
over claims arising
isdiction
barn; good well water. Possession now.
Keep saving to tide us over
SHERWIN WILLIAMS SEMI-LUSTRE.
1, 1945.
January
after
emergency. It will help
this
Two farms—one 80-acre tract and one 100-acre tract,
"In the past, a citizen having a
more soaps and other
get
You
both well improved; 6 miles southeast of Murray, just off
PRESENTS
elaim. was . forced to, present it
products you want so much.
Pine Bluff highway.
Genthe
by
action
formal
through
. * --One nice home 2 1-2 miles east of Murray on highway,
eral Assembly."
For furniture, wood work, walls, toys. Enameloid
94; 1 1-2 acres land, new 4-room house, hardwood floors,'
0141)11 UNCLE SAM.
THEIR ENTIRE GROUP
AND
covers solid with one coat. Leaves no brush marks. Dries
electric lights; new double garage and wash house comMr. and Mrs. Morris
ing and
USEP
IFSAVING
hours.
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs. Terry in four
bined; cistern water.
HELPS MAKE.
FATS
•
ENAMELOID
WILLIAMS
SHERWIN
SunMorris and ciaughter, Zipora.
In New Concord, Ky., one 6-room house with I acre '
MORE SOAPS
day.
.
land; cheap. Possession now.
COUNT ME IN/,
Mr.. .and Mt!. Vestet Paschall
and son visited Mrs. Herbert Orr
Sunday.
One large 4-room apartment house near College. This
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
One quart mixed with 1 gallon of watetptnakes 1 1-4
I
house is in excellent condition; will pay 12 per cent on in' have purchased a new bed room gallon of 5 per cent solution. FARMERS Screen Wire is
.
;
.
vestment. You had better see this bargain.
15RING USEP FATS
-uite.
scarce, but we have plenty of D.D.T.
• Mrs. Terry Morris is ill with, A
ME JUST AS SOON A5
Two extra nice homes near College. One 10-room!
eatataawracold_
house; one 7-room house. Both have all modern conYOU NAVE A CANFUL.
I
veniences,
and
/men
eccentric
of
The ways
One 6-room house on North Sixth Street; house in
women continue to arnuae us as
SPEED LUSTER water mix semigloss enamel, dries in
extra condition, modern -conveniences; lot 85x150 feet;
much as anything.
ONE HOUR; recoat in right hoists. This is an oil paint

ALASKA

PURCHASED FROM RUSSIA
ON MARCH 3O,l$'

in our community.
Mrs. May Grubbs arrived home
Thursday from a week's visit in
Gleason, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harmon and
son attended church at Green
Plains Sunday and were dinner
guests of W. and Mrs. Logan Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Collins spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ocus
Dick.
Mrs. Hardin Giles spent the past
week at the bedside of her father,
Mr. Ike Adams who passed away
Friday and was buried at Elm
Our
Grove Sunday afternoon.
sympathy is extended to this faintly and also to the Camilies of
Mrs. John Sykes who died in a
Detroit hospital and was buried at
Pleasant. Tenn., Saturday
Mt.
.ifernoon, and of Mr. Morgan
)wens who died Saturday afternoon at Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steele visited
Mr. and Mrs. Almous Steele Sun-

4

Help Get

More Soaps,
BRING IN
USED FATS!

North Fork News.

•

Board Of Claims For
Highways
Ifective June 19
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Homemakers Clubs
Schedule

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

8

JTINI
COU:
CLUI

- iPaschAl

TOPS IN ENTERTAINMENT

rt
e
t
lo
Goo
,oLIEN p

AQUA - PRUF

WOPLD S GREATEST RADI0iPR
s

FOR KITCHENS, BATHROOMS

Alas wile

FOR FURNITURE, WOODWORK

CHAS. AND DAN BAILEY

l

25 per cent

D. D. T.

City Property

NEW POST WAR PRODUCT

double garage and good outbuildings.
'House on Farmei A;enue, 4 rooms and bath - downstairs, hardwood floors, 2 rooms upstairs; lot 65 feet by
150 feet. This is a new house" priced to sell.

—cent washable.
and Ts 100 per

IVO 1

Lots

ON YOUR

Two lots on West Poplar, 80x150 feet each. - Three
lots on South 12th St., 69x354 feet each. One lot on South
7th St.. 65x140 feet. Five lots on South 13th St., 75e50
feet each.

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR PAINT and
WALLPAPER NEEDS
If it's available, WE HAVE IT

JIMINY, HOW THE
SALVAGE CAN FILLS
UP THESE DAYS

"*.
.
r

4e that
We have several pieces of property not listed her
you might choose from.
If you want to. sell or buy real estate, lit us help you.

a

CI

°1411-11T 111710

—WE SELL REAL ESTATE EXCLUSIVELY,.—.
•-

, 5th, at 8 O'Clock
FRIDAY, APRIL.

MURRAY LAND COMPANY

AUDITORIUM
~MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL

LEON HALE
Phone 442-J

Lors MORE FAT SCRAPS
TO MELT DOWN,NOW.

ADMISSION: Adults 75c; Children 50c
Sponsored‘by MURRAY LIONS CrUB

W. C. HAYS
Plume 547-J

allearerrawraa .-swairetaanimaesatirneraimiestae-inti letwaa—lal•WWWW4S retaataiiiinfaireakosetearataffaaarasaggaiMMOMMIDEE

MURRAY PAINT & WALL
PAPER COMPANY

TOPS CON
COOKING TOO

ANP THE SUTCHER,
GIVES ME 40 FOR
EVERY POUND I
TIRING IN f•-• k

SOLON 4.11ACKELFORIL tAtner
AT YOUR
OROCIRY
OR MARMOT

Phone 323

North Fifth Street
i
•
-

SHERWIN-WILLpS..itt

H
ONARC
BUTTER

"Modern, Reliable, Experienced"

FINER PEANUT
-

-

•

-rt"
••

43

Mere 7*re.S.717t7*e/r4S soap
KEEP TURNING IN USED FATS
TO HELP MAKE MORE SOAP

•

r1946
THURSDAY, APRIL
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of the Junior club are Chad
I !leers
Stewart, president, William Hop- Capt. Crawford
kins, vice-president, Maurice Crass,
secretary, and Oliver McLemore, Has Part in Atom
treasurer.
The Senior and Junior Calloway
The club went on record as rec- Bombing Tests
County Conservation Clubs met
JUNIOR AND SENIOR
COUNTY CONSERVATION
CLUBS HAVE JOINT MEET

• MurVestern
ick Asderships,
been
'or the

iced on
r. Hart,
'ut well
ay that
i, ask a
s holds
shown •e
group
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for imwestern
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Average American Farmer Takes
Time Out to Plan Easier Living

Gen. Homma Is
Executed By
Firing Squad

ognizing the fact that many per•
Tolley
sons are handling firearms careThe Girl Scout Cabin drive is
The. Wriett Flyer, a newspaper
MANILA, Wednesday, April 3_ April 5—Mrs. James Ralph Wells
rapidly hearing the goal of $3,000,
lessly on the Kentucky Lake and published for the civfltan personJapanese Lt. Gen. Masaharu Homand son, Jimmie
according to Mrs. Herschell Corn,
Clarks River, and is advocating nel of Wright Field, Dayton, 0.,
By IRA MILLER
ma, wise ordered the Bataan Death
April 6—Jim Adams, Parvin Lee
chairman of the drive. Mrs. G. B.
more care in the use of guns.
Perm Electrification Bureau
March, was executed today by a
carried a picture and an article
Miller, Mrs. Lois B. Bazzell
Scott, treasurer of the campaign.
U. S. Army firing squad.
concerning Capt. Fred Mills CrawApril 7—Mary Jane Turley, ChesThe average American farm family Is just_ beginning to relax somewhat
announced Wednesday that $2,856
ford, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. Wade after nearly five years of exerting the most strenuous physical efforts to
LOUISVILLE TO GO
Homma. convicted Feb. 11 of
ter. Lee Todd, Jennings Turner
Crawford, 1107 Olive Street.
meet necessarily high food requirements for home and fighting fronts. The ordering the Bataan Death March April 8—William Thompson. Mary is the total deposit in the bank,
ON DAYLIGHT TIME
and that several solicitors had not
Capt. Crawford figures promi- need for food is still great, but the pressure of maintaining wartime produc- and condoning other atrocities in
Martha
Outland, Shirley Ann
reported. Mrs. Scott stated that
nently in the atomic bomb tests to tion has lessened to a point where farmers now have tune to plan for the the Philippines. died bound to a
Adams
28_
LOUISVILLE, Ky., March
revere-I workers have reported that
be held in the Pacific.
post.
April
9"--Mrs.
T.
F.
Hughes
Louisville clocks will move ahead
they have not had the opportunity
There was need for some device
A black hood covered his head. April 10—Mrs. W.-1-1. Perry, Mrs.
one hour, effective April 28, and capable of filming, to a split secto contact some of the individuals
heart
was
a
four-inch
and over his
Lola Barton, Stella Mae Adams,
are scheduled to remain that way ond timing, the action taken by
on their working list.
round white target at which the
Mrs. Clay Thomasson
until Sept. 28
Mrs. Scott and Mrs. Corn exthe bomb from the time of its de12 rifles were aimed.
April 11—Shirley Lou Outland,
pressed the opinion that the goal
scent to the time that it burst.
Cooper,
James
Earl
Juliet
Holton
rifles
and
the
one'
of
At least
would be. met when all' workers
Capt. Crawford had the job of
White, Harold A. Colburn, Boyd
perhaps as many as four contained
finished soliciting their assigned
preparing this device.
Jones
blanks. The men who fired will
territories.
The -artie'le says "The key enginever know which of their shots
Reports from the workers of
neer, a hillbilly character and adhad been harmless.
the Woman's Club who is sponelectronics engineer, is
vanced
The firing squad stood 15 paces
soring the drive and sponsoring
Capt. Crawford. This is what his
from the post as the guard marchGirl Scouts show that the town is
devices he: applied for a patent)
ed up in double ranks, escorting
cooperating in the movem&t, and
will do:
Homma. He strode erect, his arms
'When the signal is flashed from
A meeting of the WOW Camp many who were not solicited made
A chaplain 138 at Hazel will meet next Thurs- contributions.
bound behind him.
the bomb-dropping plane that the
walked nearby.
A committee will be appointed
atom bomb is dropping, one sound
day, April 11. for an initiation proThe voice of the officer in com- gram, according to H. I. Neely, soon to Work on plans for the
will be relayed from a Navy vesmand broke the. stillnet. He was consul commander, who will pre- building of a troop cabin in the
sel. This sound will . trip elecreading the charge, finding and side. Refreshments will be served. City Park.
tronically the high speed motion
TIME OUT--at dinner time teI plan farm future
sentences
picture and aerial cameras. Some
purchase of equipment which will vacuum cleaner; 1 out of 4, a new
Then Homma was tied to the
will be tripped Ave seconds ahead make their farm homes even pleas- radio; 1 out of 8, an electric iron;
Laugh and the word laughs with
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
post -and the hoed placed -over his you, weep nd you weep alone.
of the explosions/some two seconds anter and lessen the drudgery of 1 oetEof 7, a toaster; 1 out of 45, an
head. A moment later, the medielechile dishwasher; 1 out of 4, a
ahead, others at the precise split household tasks.
Types of household appliances which home freezer; and 1 out of 13 wants cal officer. put the target over the
second of ,the blast.
kitchen.
heart of the stocky Japanese.
'Noth„ing at Roswell Army Air farmers will want to buy, when these a complete electric
Out of various surveys also came
devices are back on the
The officer in chargesraised-his
Ttetet; • caused more eye-popping electrical
market, have been the subject of in- the observation that the nation's.: right arm. Twelve men unlocked'
and numerable surveys. One important farmers contemplate spending from
anying the press, network
Magazine writers than thii elec- magazine, in a study based on inter- $400,000,000 annually to $2,500,000,000 their rifles. They took aim as the arm droptronic timer when Captain Craw- views with 2,342 farm families in 44 over a 5-year period for home appliford explained its purpose and put states, recorded that 28.2 percent of ances and other electrical equipment. ped to a horizontal position.
this group wanted to purchase new That these proposed expenditures are
The arm slowed to the officer's
on a test demonstration.'
refrigerators; 23.3 percent wanted well within the range of America's side as he barked.."Fire!"
Rosis
now
at
Crawford
Capt.
washing machines; 12 8 percent, vac- collective farm pocketbook are indiThere was a sharp crack of
well Army Air Field in New Mex- uum cleaners; 15.8 per cent, electric cated by government figures which
rifles.
ico. •
irons; 15 percent, food mixers; 13.4 show that farm income totaled $28.Homma was dead. .
percent, toasters, and 1.9 percent, 000,000,000 during each of the last two
electric dishwashers. Others in this years, while accumulated savings of
lemma went on trial in Manila
Alive with YO(. TI!... Aglow with LIFE . Aflame with LOV1i!
same group expressed a keen desire farmers amount to $14,000,000,000.
January 3, was convicted and sento purchase roasters, percolators,
Studies further disclose that mans
tenced to be shot. Soon after his
waffle irons, hotplates and electricalls farmers are planning other extensive
Commodore Jones
U. S. Supreme
the
operated sewing machines.
impcovements in their homes, and conviction.
313 North 16th Street
Another survey, made among 28,000 that large numbers will install water • Court turned down an appeal from
M. W. Osborn
dairy.farmers in the New York milk systems, modern bathrooms and the death sentence.
*tarns*
520 South 4th Street
shed, which includes New York, New automatic heating systems. The age
While on trial, Homma sent a
Jersey, -Pennsylvania, Connecticut, of "electrical living" is spreading
Reuben James
Narahashi.
Wataru
message to
Massachusetts.and Vermont, Indicates throughout rural America in the wake chief Japanese cabinet secretary, a
South 16th Street
systems.
families
expanding
rural
power
farm
of
out
of
every
4
that
1
Bynum
Roy
friend of Ions standing, saying:
in this group needs and expects to which bring with them opportunities
Coldwater Road
"I know I cannot escape the
buy'an electric refrigerator, 1 out of for enjoying city advantages in farm
Charles R. Erwin
have failed to
cli.:ath sentence.
7, a washing machine; 1 out of 37.., a communities.
Bill> De Wolfe
Hazel Highway
fulfill my tosk with justice and
Renn) ‘fcEsn) wie
.4
Donald L. Scott
..
charity. Now I do not blame anyParamount
203 South 6th Street
—In America everyone can enjoy the deliciou,
body. What I think now is I want
Picture
try JOHN BERRY
P. D Mitchell
to go--the earlier the better—in
wholesome qualities of fresh Pasteurized milk.
9th
Street
108 North
the place where Japanese soldiers,
Some of the real estate changes
Roy Bolen .
.
fell and where American soldiers
reported in this office this week
1111 Olive'Street
sleep.
Pasteurized milk is a favorite beverage with solthe
include
iolldiving:
W. E. Dick
"I must apologize to God for all
Pr•Noti
The First District Missionary
Dr. Walter Baker sold his house my sins.diers returning from overseas because they know
Hazel
Un Wrerso I
Edrigi
women met in their annual session on South Sixth street to Ray MuttHogincamp
Thomas
what it is like to go without it!
an Monday, April Is in the sanc- day.
. 103 North 14th Street
RATHBW4E.
Christian
First
tuary
of
.
the
COMMUNITY
home
on
sold
his
TRIGG
Noble
Knight
Farley
.
Pete
z
fe
jBRUCE
Church frem 10 in the morning to North Sixth street to Fred Greg- I HOUSE CHARTERED
501 North Sth West
Here in America where Pasteurized milk is plen3:30 in the afternoon.
gory, ISIr Greggory sold his home
Earl Steele
*
tiful be sure to serve it with every meal. Use it
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 2—
.The meeting was presided over in Kirksey to Joe Hargis.
502 Elm Street
ALAN MOWBRAY RENEE GODFREY • DENNIS 110CY • BILLY BE VAN
Otis Henry sold his home on Trigg County Community House.
by. Mrs Kimball UnderWood, Disfreely in cooking too for more nutritious dishes.
Also TWO REEL COMEDY
organization.
nonstock
PaduCah. South Sixth street to T. 0. Turner. Cadiz, a
Secretary from
trict
PLANNING "GRAN' OLE .
was chartered here today. C. T.
Mrs. W. John Parker. wife of the
OPERA" JULY 4TH
-13,
M. ThomaS.
nson,
LW today is exremely libera
ministbr -61—the first rhiiiiUan
WE DELIVER
According to a statement of Churchoin Paducah led in the devo- compared to what was permitted Broadbent irnd 11 other persons
were named as incr,rporators
James M. Thomas, senior partner tional, and Mt. Jarman. the local I even a generation aso
_
of Thomas dt Perry Play Co., he pastor, welcomed the out-of-togn
and Wayland Perry plan to have griests.
the "Gran' Ole Opera" at their enIn the morning session two guest
4, at speakers were of real interest: Mr.
tertainment grove July
H. dated death to stop
Miller's Cross Roads.
Fay Livengood. a returned misthis She.d•vil —th•
Female Voice of Death
sionary from India. having spent
TELEPHONE 191
who hilled men and
No rule is so general which ad- more than 27 years in that country
drove them mad!
churches
and
exceptions
the
working
among
some
not
mits
the Christian press, and Mr. Virgil
Sly, the Executive Secretary of
Financial Resources of the United
Christian Missionary Society, who
has just recently returned from a
secretary's visit to the mission
stations in Africa of the Disciples
of Christ, spoke of . trip down the
BYRON BARR OSA MASSEN DON DOUGLAS
Congo and the mission work in
the Belgium Congo.
RICHARD LOO LOTUS LONG TOKYO ROSE
A PINE-THOMAS Production
was served
by
the
Directed by LEW LANDERS
Dinner
A Paramount Pitt,
women of the First Christian
SCOTT FITTS
R. C. CHANDLER
Also Latest March of Time—
Church to ever 125 guests.
Telephone 629
1100 West Poplar
In the afternoon session the
"NIGHT CLUB BOOM"
various missionary societies made
report of their work in
their
respective churches, and
Mrs. June Stanley, State Secretary
of Missionary Organizations, and
Mrs, Evylin ,gribble. Youth Director of Missionary organizationes
made brief presentations about the
"various phases of the work. To
climax a grand convention Rev.
Monroe Schuster. minister of the
Ninth Street Christian Church in
Hopkinsville spoke of his travels
throughout the Mission points of
Mexico.
k
Mrs. Richard Farrell and Mrs.
Robert E. Jarman were at the console of the Organ during the dasse•
and Mrs. Merle T. Kesler rendered
a most inspiring message through
song.

in a joint monthly meeting at
Murray High School Tuesday evening. Plans were made for a fish
fry at the city park, May 7. Some
of the state officials are expected
to attend. It is planned to have
tickets for this event on sale at
Kirk Pool's a week in advance.
The ,membership of the Senior
club is 100 and the Junior club
20. Officers of the Senior club are
Davy Hopkins, president, C. P.
Rushing. vice-president, W. B.
Moser, secretity"-ereaeurer.
Of-

CAPITOL

W.O.W. Meeting at
Hazel April 11

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

-ET

592
night,
the new
on west

To.

for
interestrranged; s
re urged
Way Ion

let they
*ge Her-

Girl Scout Cabin
March 31—Carl Hendricks
Drive Nears Goal
April 1—Mrs. Sallie Humphreys,
Margarette Nell Mitchison
Of $3,000.00
April 4—Mrs. Relda 'Watson, Bryan
Happy Birthday!
•

"There Were Times When
I Would Have Given
Anything For A Bottle Of
Pasteurized Milk"

E

t.

NOW SHOWING

New _Residents
•

VERONICA LAKE
SONNY TUFTS
JOAN CAULFIELD

District Missionary
Society Holds Meet
Here Monday

LILLIAN GISH

Real Estate Changc„s

SATURDAY ONLY

BY

mar

-SUNDAY-anZMONDAY

RYAN MILK CO.

PLUMBING AND REPAIRING

of in short.
.hat the
de how
ased to
or other
,hortage
without
merican
>y turnUS over
ill help

id other
nuch.

•

\
AT5 TO
50014
ANFUL.

TRAITRESS'.
KIDNAPS NOTORIOUS

We Can Do All Types of
PLUMBING and REPAIRING
We will appreciate your business
For Your Plumbing Needs Call

(

:
y

40*-11 EStAPEO

FITTS & CHANDLER

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Mill Work Shop
Now Open!

FARM LOANS FOR.FARM IMPROVEMENTS
AND SUPPLIES

No peed for delay in making improvements or buying
supplies which will speed your farm Rroduction.
There's a solution to every problem.
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER. . .
NO OBLIGATION

;KEERIDIUR
„mum.

UTCHER.
Id FOR
!NO I

Or 'er

Peoples Savings Bank

;

ED FATS
E SOAP

Member F. D. I. C.

A Planing Mill with an experienced
carpenter and contractor offers hardwood flooring made; shiplap, S4S-S3S;
all types lumber sized and edged.

THURSDAY ONLY

TERRACING DEMONSTRATION
TO BE HELD NEXT WEEK
--Farmers all over the county, and
especially these on the ein3 sidp.
will have an opportlinity .nekt
week to least:I—stile Method and
procedure to follow in laying out
terraces and building them with
a farm tractor and plow.
According to an announcement
by R. K. Kelley, county soils as?isfant, a demonstration of these
practices will be held
Tuesday
afternoon, .April 9. at 1 - p.m. on
the Edward Lee farm which is located 12 miles 'northeast of Mtn ray just beyond Palestine. Church
Any fanner in the county- who
interested in building terraces oi
contemplates building some within th'esnext year, is given a cerdis'
invitation to attend. •

' ALL TYPES OF RIPPING DONE

IT S TN KIT

RESAW
BEING INSTALLED
Reasonable Rates
LET US SERVE YOU •

Polly's Planing Mill

CCHARD

DIX
NEXT FRIDAY and SATURDAY

011,„,,„,A,

woe TRACY

AUBREY POLLY, Owner and Operator
KENTI.CKY

4

111

GON4 Ai JEF REYS
•44

.•••uor••

7006W/ill
ALIVE OW THE SCREEN/

•

North 13th Street

It may be news but it is a foci
that lawyers, in colonial tithes, had
very little social standing.

it IJ10111 FARRIS "nano
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THE LEDGER_dt TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CLASSIFIED ADS

I FOR SALE- Limited supply of
Miracle Wall Cleaners and fillers
for same. Place your ordeg now
for immediate &Leery. Call 276.
-E. C. Overby.
lp

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

THURSDAY, APRIL 'C 1946

New Commandant Installed

FOR SALE-One acre of land on
Lynn Grove highway, one mile
frorr College. Nice building site.
Lola Barton, 1311
Main
West
Street.
1p

von SAL. ---is new electric phono-

14

W. Z. Carter, superintendent of
the city schools, announced today
that 14 spring vacation will be enjoyed _April 11 and 12 while the
faculty will attended the K.C.A. at
Louisville.

ATTENTION FARMERS, TRUCKt. USTOM GRINDING and MIXgraph. May be seen at R.'C.
ERS. FLEET OWNERS-- We have
ING of all kincbl.of feeds. BroadRadio Shop, 1407
West
Main.
. the following Riverside truck easbet t Hybrid. seed corn.
Open
Phone 798-51
1p
•iniss, in stock: 6 ply-700-17-8 ply:
Wednesdays and Saturdays--- EuREFRIGERATOR SERVICE
6 ply-600-20-8 ply; 6 ply-650-20.-8
gene Rogers and Kenton Miller. FOR RENT - Knickerbocker ceDouglas High School will have a
FOR
SALE-Kerosene
stove. 5ment mixer, with or without operply: 8 ply-700-20-10 ply: 8 ply- vacation, too, and the
Lynn Grove
•
faculty'
A4p
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
burner;
oven: good conator..One-half bag capacity-. See
750-20-10 ply; 10 p13-825-20-12 ply; members will attend KNEA
-for
REPAIRED
dition;
also
water
hot
tank
and
INWANTED HAIR REMOVED W. R
.
Gunton_
10
ply-900
Kirksey. Ft 2.
ply:i000-20-1
-20-12
ply;
2
A4p
colored teachers,in Frankfort_
WASHING MACHINE
-..stove with attachments. Call 539-W
from face, arms. and legs by the
1100-20-12 ply. We also,. have a
_
•
modern method of Electrolysis - FOR RENT -- Three unfurnished -Christine Kelly. 415 North Sixth
good stock of Riverside PowerMEMORY OF A. P. LAYCOCK
HOUSE WIRING
IN
Street
.
approved by physicians. This rooms at IGO East Poplar St.
lp
lp
Type tractor casings in stock. See
•
method is permanent a n d pain•
Yesterday all, today nothing, tous for your change-over
from
HARNETT ELECTRICAL &
less. Cyrene Williams, R N. Phone FOR RENT -Furnished apartment vOR SALE -If it's a gaed farm you
steel to rubber. See us for all morrow a memory--a memory too
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
I62-W
S28 -no children. please. Telephone need, here is an ideal one, 74
your tire needs! "Call Foe Jake.' cruel to think of, too sweet to for.104 N 13th St.
539-W
lc acres of good bottom land near
phone
801 -Montgomery - Ward, get. Gentle and kind as he was.
PHONE 633
tt ATTENTION FARMERS &
Tobacco, said to produce the finest
Mayfield. Ky.
A25c brave dnd with hia sweet smile.
Dead horst,
STOCK MEN
corn and tobacco in the county.
without a frown. Pete went away
WANTED - Mattresses ..to rebuild
cows and hogs removed promptly
Good new house, other improveFOR SALE -- Framing for 30x30 Saturday. March 16. 1946. We are
We will pick up your old mat• free orcharge in steel bed trucks.
ments. Also smaller farm of 53
house; also rough boxing-E. F broken-hearted: we ,can only stare
treees rnd make them new. - Call collict phone 591--Mr. Elea LOS
Ce. a • pink rim gL
acres of good land, in the Stone
Bilbrey, 2 1-2 miles out on North into an empty space. It takes more
Park
attrees Co. G S Jackson. Vance. Murray. Ky . agent for Ky- black _case. between
High Schou: I School House community for sale
Highway.
1 p fortitude to meet such a message
336 E
ash,ingten Sc.. Paris. Tenn
A. anal By-Produ.ts
'tf and South 6th St. Telenhone I Both places are priced to sell bethan we thought we had. Truly the
Phone 979-W. day...phone 3
FOR
SALE--One
tf
year
par
1-2
2
334-R.
lc I cause the owner is away from
shock would have been too great
Vice Admiral George 11 Murray. tiring comtmndant.
old
mules,
broke to work; also 4- without Divine help and without
Vice Admiral
this county and will make a sacKEMP MOVING COMPANY PP- '
wheel trailer-Ellis Dick. Murray
rifice in price. Small amount of USN, • I left) shakes hands with Murray is -• veteran naval aviator
the help of a host of =friends arid
erates in more than nalf of .the
Murray Marble & Granite Works
lp relatives who stood by, and
cash and good note required. For Vice Admiral Arthur S. Carpender, and con' ..anded the aircraft, car- Route 5.
to
United States Van Service. OcEast Maple St, near Depot. Telerier, USS Enterprise, at the time of
further information, See Mr. or USN, as he rissumed the duties
Crates in Arkansas. Kentucky.
FARM FOR SALE--40 acres 1 1 4 whom we arc eternally grateful.
of the attack on.Pearl Harbor.
phone 121 •Potter White and L. D
Later
/ WANT TO BUY typew'rtters and- • MT-s., George Hart
Only a fevellays have passed. Our
Tennessee. Georgia,
_ tf commandant of the Ninth
Outland. Managgrs.
Naval he commanded a carrier task force mi. South of t(irkary." Ky. (Part
tf tog machines."
c..sh registers and
• Alabama. North Carolina. South
District in ceremonies held at in
of Wealey Shelton Farm). Has grief seems to be heavier each day.
the
Pacifis.
Vice
Admiral Murused office furniture. - Kirk A. "OR SALE- 64 aeres good land, lo- headquarters iii
Carolina, Missouri. Virginia. Flor- STREAMLIN
Great Lakes, Ill. ray assumed his new duties Friday, dwelling house. stock anti tobac- But by the strength of the laird
ED WRECKER SERPoet. 509 Mani St..
or
ida. Illinois. Indiana, Isiwa..Louisphone cated half mile south of Hardin in Vice Adthiral Carpender is the
co barn. About 10 acres timber. we will battle on and think of Pete
VICE New etraipment. 24-hour,
re- Mar. 22.
•
60. ,
Marshall County; all suitable for
Lana; Maryland. Michrgan, New fast. dependable
tf
For price, write owner, Norman as a living memory rather than a
Wrecker Service.
cultivation' except tine acre which
deceased companions and uncle. Pete
Jersey. New York. Ohio. Oklaho- Charges reasiSnable.
Shelton,
Collingwoed,
1622
D:Day, phone WANTED-Man er woman to ophas small timber: extra good ferma. Pennsylvania. Texas. We
in
troit 6 Mieh.
'97. Night phone 424-Porter Mo- erate cream station in
A 12c is gone; .has gone to dwell
Dexter or tile bottom land, does not oversome far shining sphere and with
Virginia. District .a Columbia arniei tory Company. Chevrolet Sales
and
Hardin
Ni, experience required. flow, convenient to
three churches
his going something has gone from
Deleware Call 861 Daytime. 966 at Service.
If you have not beim solicited by a Red Cross
•
It is much easier to be critical
tf
Write Box Ill. Dresden. Ten- and high school.
Weerker, please use
Ideal location
night. Paris, Tenn.
the lives of at of us who knew
Mch 46!
blank
than
correct.
below
and mail with your donation to your county campaign
. nessee. .
A4p for someone wanting small farm
I AM RUNNING
A '
l HAMMER
him and loved him so well, yet
MEMORIALS
home. Price $6500 per acre. This chairman for the Red Rross. Membership card, lapel button and winMILL at Kirksey two days a
some'thing priceless rerhains, someATHLETE
GERM
FOOT
'S
dow
sticker
Calloway County Monument Corn
will
be
sent by return mail.
plaee is a part of the E. H Pace
week, Wed. and Sat: and can
thing that makes us happy though
pans-, Vester A. Orr. salA mana- crush corn: sell feed. and
HOW TO KILL IT.
farm. See Mrs. George Hart at
have' a
sad' that something which remains
ger Phane 85 West Main Strom ,mixer ordered
IN ONE HOUR
Bring your msU-Lechrrr.alz Times. •
tf
has reshaped the entire pattern of
-H. J. FENTON, Chairman
Extended.
IF NOT PLEASED. your 35c back. 'our byes arid has made us more
tf ing ketrk to me Rob 51arine. Allp FARM RECORD BOOKS for SALE
Calloway
County 1946 Campaign Fund
Ask any.druggist for this STRONG
-Just- the thing for keeping ac- If you are looking for a home or
fungicide. TE-OL. Made with 90 determined to be worthy of his love
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
Murray. Kenttarky.
count - of everything 'on the farm.
GOOD INVESTMENT
per
cent alcohol, it PENETRATES. and confidence, and of his final
HELM'S . APPROVED CHICKS
Use one; and see how records may
Reaches and kills MORE germs fearless sacrifice - Mrs. Floe Lay'
See
Officially pullorum
controlled-faster.
Enclosed
Locally at Holland & Hart
is
my
1946
donation to the American Red Cross.
be easily kept. Price SI 25-Led- VALLEY REAL ESTATE AGENCY
rock and Brownie.
Holder four world .records- OfDrug
Co
ger
8r
Times
_
tf
TO
WHOM
IT
Roy
MAY, CONCERN.Hurt. Owner and Mgr.
ficial records over 300 eggs. Free
AMOUNT $
here are a few of the many barBratetng Bulletin -- 100 per cent The lost csvered dish came with FOR SALE-N) head
of sti-retly
rains see have to offer. Yea win
live arrival. postpaid - HELM'S f Bailey Butler from King George first class work
mules from four
County.
Virginia.
to
Ruder's
Landhave to see them
CHICKS. Paducah. Ky.
to appreciate
020-46p
Signed
to
seven
years
oldW. D. Mcing. Tennessee. a long time ago
them
Swain. Paris. Tenn.
Ht
POST WAR. As soon as available I wish to say thank you. as I did
_
Five-room house, and lot on N
Address.
we will have a comilie-te line of not know where i was.- Lous!.12th 'St. lot 85x250. Full size base:
ECONOM
Y
FEED
AND
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. ettie Butler Long
li
meat. Lights, 'water, paved street
SEED STORE
also complete line or Gas applianYou will be favorably surprised a;
ces to be used with Shellane Bot- a00 REWARD for information
FOR SALE--2-horse wagon in good FOR SALE- 40 acres good
the price.
leading me to the- one who stole
tled Gas. Purdom Hardware North
land
HAMMER MILL
, rive-room brick veneer goose. condition. See Otis Magness at good 5-room house and bath, elecSandra's tricycie from our house
5th Street
Five Points.
and lot just a few
trailer last SuRclay-Grayson Mcyards from
lp tric pump-all in good order; outCustom Grinding and
SINGER SEWING MACHINE, rep- Clure.
1North 12th St: 2 rooms upstae.s.
buildings. fine water. 3 acres fine
Mixing
POR
SALE-Cut
flowers.
tulips. Umber
a-esentative of Paducah will be in '
full size basement. One of the most
Six Days a Week
and shade, One mile south
75c
for
two dozen.
Will be in
Murray each Thursday at the NOTICE-Do you need stationery'
beautiful little homes in Murray.
of Murray school on
16th
St
Murray on Tuesdays and SaturHeadquarters for
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO Yu can get it at the LEDGER &
. Five-room brick veneer
School bus, mail
house
route, milk
days with cut flowers and gladSUPPLY STORE We are equip- TIMES with yeur initials printed PURINA
•
route. Move in at once-- R A
FEEDS & SEEDS and./ acres. of land on North High- iola bulbs.- -I. T. Crawford
lp Jones.
ped to repair any make machirre_. in any style type you select. It's
way at Almo Heights.. A real bar
owner. Route 1„, Murray.
•
O.
CHERRY
boxed
lob. so 'you can keep it
Free • siamates given: all work .
Four-room house and three-quarlp
FOR Si LE-Washing machine, el- Ky.
H. McCUISTON
guaranteed. All calls made prev- clean to the last sheet.
tf
ter acre of land at Penny. abc.us
ectric. Kenmore. good condition^
iously will be taken care of prommiles from town and a dandy tinIF YOU ARE IN NEED OF TYP- FOR SALE--Oak desk tray, letter
Leroy Eldridge. Concord road See FOR SALE -One set of doors, 7
ptly. For service call 135
try home at a moderate frice
tI ING PAPER.
feet by 19 inches each: 1 hot wafer
second sheets. or size: letter files, post
Johnson's Grocery.
birders- 'Five-rtiom
lp
4
- ----houie cer Main Street
heater, coal stove and
connectypewleter ribbon call
at
the 11x17, 9 1-4 x 11 3-8. Call at
in Murray Let us show you this
tions
Priced
to sell- Hotel NaLedger & Times.
tt Ledger & Times.
tf real bargain.
tional
lc
•
Will pay cash delivered
167 acres of some of the
-Fst and Sat.,'April'S - 6
land
in
the
Green Plains sectfon of
lot in Murray. Corner 6th and
FOR SALE-•38.hp 4-cylinder Red
Poplar...or would trade for farm. the csunty. 7 miles ham MurriiaHeavy Hens
Wing marine motor: guaranteed ,
25c
Garden
eel
Se.
Corn.
Golden
5-roorri house, on mail route and
Leghorn Hens
like new -Ray Cable
Phone 485 ,
22c liAVE YOUR ANTIQUE OIL lamp Call or %rite N M Jones, 02 GerPantam,
Trucker's Favorite,
ald. Apt. 16, Highland Park 3. school bus route. 4 3-4 icre toor 549-M.
Roosters
lp I
made into an electric
1 Sc
Call CorLarge Early Adams.
bacco
tens
base:
60
of
ready
lime
Mich: phone TO-56459.
n.
A4p
nett at Herne Service Store Phone
Eggs
27c
spread. All outbuildings in good Seed Beans and Rutter Reins.
568 Next'doer to West End Gre- FOR SALE-Columnar
Prices subject to change
pads. post condition. A real chance for an All kinds of Garden seeds.
cery
44 bmders, ledgers. ledger sheets. ideal farm home.
Fresh Cabbage and Lettuce
without notice
_
Plante
Scotch tape, call at the Ledger &
65-acre farm near Stone School
l's
The United States svi,i settled. Times
us
Ac
house. When you see it you will Dr Phillips' Oranges. lb.
for the most part by people wh
Sunkist Lemons. lb.
15e
say it is worth the money
I
j.h“!.,. ill
h St
•• •
FARM
FOR
t•
SALE-113..ocree 85 in
!: t
,•9c
40-acre farm with 4-room house Pink Meat Grapefruit. lb.
timber. 20 tenable. 10 sowed down.
19 I-2r
12 acres of timber: gnc.cl tobacco Fancy Green Bea:m.1h
Two springs
Site far building.
60e
-Nome
barn and all other buildines in good Seed Potatoes, Cobblers. pk.
Part of Jesse Smith tarm. 1 1-2
100 pounds same
$2.70
state of repair: about a mile south
trales south of brewers Also seed
Quart jar Kraut
1Se
of West Fork church.
catcher fur sale - Mrs. Daisy
lee
70,ecre ftsem one 'Mlle east of 2 1-2 can Meteor's Kraut
Your
Lovett.
A4 North Pleasant Grove
church. Let 2 1-2 can Van Camp's Hominy 17c
•
'18e
f IR SALE- Why pay house rent ius show it to you and tell you- all I2-oz. bottle Pear Juice
Topmost Prune Juice,
s, our house trailers.
Also ideal at....•.• Li
quart bottle
. 36e
We have plenty of other bargains
With GRADE A
fir camping and vacatianing- in toss n and Country real estate to Sunripe Prune Juice, qt.
30e
Tayl.f.r Motor Co.
A18c
t two.. from. See or call Roy Hurt. No. 2 tan Gift Peas
. 12e
•
FOR SALE - Ore /4-inch tractor V ALLEV REAL ESTATE AGENCI No. 2 Hyacinth Peas
'
._ 14c
plow with branti new points Litiby's Jumbo sweet Peas.
rhone 395-W
James S Outland
can
Residence .eddrese 213 Elm St.
Murray Ky
.2Ie
Phone 406
Flour. Ky. Pride, 24 Ilse,
$1.30
•
Murray. Ky.
1p
•
Some old time flouri
//MIY,1.01 .1.11.41VX/4107.0:41IOWNAVI/XIZAIACCIAIAWY/W
Omega 'Flour: 25 lbs.
$1.65
0. W. Special Flour. 25 lbs.
$1.40
Star Beet Flour. 25 lbs.
$1.35
Beauty Biscuit, 25 the
$1.40
Coffee. 7-Day guaranteed to
last drop. I lb.
24e'
a
For the control of flies,roaches, bed-bugs, mosquitoes, silver fish and
3 pounds
gAc
Package Peaberry, lb.
Die
moths, fleas, lice, candle flies, ants, spiders, water bugs, and all other
Instant Coffee. jar
344'
insects
coming in contact with a treated 'surface effective for from
Baker's. Chocolate, half lb.
241c
Baker's Chocolate Chips,
three to five months.
•
2 package.;
25c
Hershey's Cocoa, half lb.
13c
Spraying supervised by Glenn COplen, who was in charge of the U.
S.
Mother's Cocoa. I lb.
fie
Public Health Service 'DDT program for .part of. West Kentuckk in
.Makes a delightful drinki
Post's Corn Toasties. new pro1945, who was trained by the U. S. Mire Health Seryice in the propelduct, new name. containing
use
ef DDT chemicals.
Vitamin B 1 and ft 2. giant
size. IR ozs.
15c
Friskiee Dog Food. 5-lb. cubes 50c
Gaines Dog Food.
2-Room Howse
10 lbs.- Meal
$3.00
90s
3-Room House
sp !he. Meal
$3 41
$4.00
No charges on porches,
Seeded Raisins, lb.
4-Room House
15t
$5.00
lab. carton Raisins
32r
5-Room House
$6.00
toilets, closets or halls.(Steel and Aluminum)
Country Dried Apples and
Additional Rooms
each
50c
^Peaehea.
Ovater Shells, fine or medium,
Special Contracts for Service of Business Establishment.
tn pounds
IS.
25 lbs. Oyster Shells
40.•
1.aying Wash in Fancy
"''OR THIN SERVICE CONTACT
Print Rags
93 Si)
Poultry and Stock Powders.
We also service appliances and convert antique
lbs Swift's Jewel
oil lamps into electric.
Shortening
63c
-Armour's Pure Lard. lb.
19c
•
Business Operated by
4 lb.. Pdte lard
76i•
50-lb. can same
$9.50
CALL 588 FOB AN ESTIMATE
25 lbe. same
$4 75
Bring a can or bay one
to get 25 pounds.
ONE MILE OCT ON EAST HIGHWAY
PAY' high market, cash or
PHONE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
trade, for Eggs.
B. H. CORNETT, Owner and Manager
Need some Side Meat.
Need New Mustard Greene
and Onions.

Services Offered

2
a

Spring Vacation. For
Murray Schools

For Rent

Lost and Found

MONUMENT'S

Wantea

RED CROSS DONATION,.BLANK

4

1

1-----For Sale

Notices

AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO
THE PUBLIC

GIVE
1111.

I am taking over the practice of
DR. J. J. DORMAN
and will have temporary headquarters at
the former home of Dr. Dorman
on South 12th Street

1

r

WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
VETERINARY SERVICE
APRIL 8

LOOK!

LOOK!

f

TELEPHONE 560

Swann's Grocery
reoNes
•

lAtiscellaneous

DR. J. M. CONVERSE

Produce Co.

Announcement

-

P
Ca. RECA
WePasseng
er Car Tires

Residual

toe RI/88ER

For

•

Home Service Store
Located at 13th and Main Streets

IS NOW OPEN

-.Firestone Sawtooth Notch
Sides or:.Nine Rib

We invite you to see us when in need Of:
Furniture
Home Hardware
Fluorescent Lights and Desk Lamps
Floor and Table Lamps, etc.
Porch and Lawn Furniture

If you have a good sound tire, HAVE IT
RECAPPED TODAY

WE LOAN YOU TIRE WHILE WE
..RECAP YOURS

Calloway Countyl-lealth De-partment

*
HALE SERVICE STATION

VULCANIZERS

RECAPPERS

Coplin & Reid DDT Service

HOME SERVICE STORE

3?o

a

'
•

Charges for a Home Treatment

We will carry a complete line of appliances, large and small, when they become available.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

4994.1

Air

Homes, Restaurants,"Groceries, Barns, Business Houses
and Outbuildings

THE --

Roth Synthetic or
Pre-Wir
•
CHOICE OF TWO
TREADS

•

Spraying

Is Now Available in City of Murray and Calloway County

Sizes 19, 18, 17, 16

....---
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38 TIGERS BATTLE FOR POSTS
ON. MURRAY HIGH GRID TEAM
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

Ii

endent of
ced today 1,
ill be enwhile the
K.E.A. at

•

_

Thirty-eiglit Murray High gridiron hopefuls are reporting daily
to Head Coach Ty Holland, and
assistants, Dub Russell and Harm
West. IncPsmerit weather has delayed spring drills, but Coach Hot:
land reported yesterday that the
squad is looking very good.
Coach Holland Is well pleased
with his Tigers with the exception
of their tackling technique. The
mentor said ."the fellows are yet
playing "touch tackle" and until
they put umph into their tackles
they are going to have nighmares
of tackling dummies, for it's going
to be tackle, tackle, tackle until
every single candidate out in uniform is able to be an adept tackler.
."There is one 'thing a certainty,"
Holland said, "noLa single position
is cinched .
just who hi to
play what position will be decided
much later in the season."
Joe Spann, back, Chester Thomas and Max Brown, guards, are
Ititermen lust by graduation.

Hugh Giles, Paul Dill,
Ward,
Brandon, Fureerson, Pace, Melugin, H. Miller and Pete Purdom
have been getting backfield work.
Dill is showing improvement over
last season's play and if he can
pick up enough finer points of the
game and learn to stay on his feet
in spring practice he will see plenty of action next fall. Pete Purdom is showing up nicely as a
ood man on both offense and dese and appanntly will fill a
in the 1946 eleven but just
wh oh post he will fill is not yet
knoWn. Furgerson is running at
left half spot and is showing added
improvement.
Harold Miller is
again.trying his hand at blocking
back along with Joe Race. Both
these lads should prove powers
next fall.
Bobby Cable has been moved
from the backfield to the guard
slot along with Captain Thurman
and Rudolph.
Baker and Farris are beginning

Film Developing - Printing
SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE
35 MM — —828 - 127 - 120 - 620 - 116
and 616
4 cents per print
ENLARGEMENTS
from any negative
4x5, 20c; 5x7, 25c; 8x10, 50c
COPYING and ADVERTISING
PHOTOGRAPHY

DONELL STUDIO
203 South Sixth Street

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FAST GUARANTEED SERVICE
4

-Akt,

atwass-J-CD e_

Col. R. E. Turley
Gets Commendation

SECTION TWO — FOUR PAGES

mtD,

Veterans' Corner

•
This column is published weekly
through the cooperation of this
paper. Questions should be mailed to United States Employment
Service, Mayfield, Ky.
Q. I.am a widow of a World
War II officer and receive payments on his insurance and a pension for myself and two children.
If I remarried, can I oontinue to
draw these payments from the
Government?
A. Payment on' Insurance will
not be affected by your remarriage, but you will lose the $50
monthly pension forever.
After
remarriage y ou must inform the
Veterans Administration of your
change in marital status. Acceptance of further pension checks
after
remarriage
constitutes a
fraud. At present .you are receiving $28 foe your two children.
After you are remarried they may
continue to draw as if there were
no widow. This pension is $2.8
equally divided.
Q. My brother received a Medical discharge and gets a pension
of $46 a month. Now he is plan110'19, to rna.-ry. If he does marry,
will his pension be increased or
remain the same?
A. Your brother now iS rated
40 per cent disabled because of
it's condition. If he marries he
u ill not receive additional pensica because he acquires a dependent. He will be examined from
time to time, and his pension may
be increased if his condition becomes worse or decreased if It
Improves.
The Veterans Employment Representative will . be in the Court
House, Murray, Ky., every Monday morning

Colonel A. E. Turley, Jr., Commanding Officer, Harbor Defenses
of Key West, Fla., .has been awarded a certificate of commendation
by Brig. Gen. Kenneth P. Lord,
commanding Eastern Defense
Command, for especially meritorious and outstanding service while
in command at Key West from
January, 1945. to February, 1946,
inclusive.
The award, which was given in
the name of the Secretary of War,
permits Colonel Turley to wear
the Army's commendation ribbon.
Colond Turley, the husband of
Mrs!. Lydia Elmore Turley, is a native ofsRichmond, Ky. Hit daughter, Miss Mary Jane Turley, attends Gulf Park College at Gulfport. Miss.
When he reported for duty at
Key West, Fla. more than one year
ago, Colonel Turley had seen extensive service in the United
States and served Several foreign
assignments. including a special
mission to England in the early
part of World War II.
Colonel and Mrs. Turley and
daughier resided in Murray while
he was stationed at Camp Tyson,
Tenn. They have many friends
here.

anew their fight for the center
post with Baker holding a slight
edge at the present.
The tackle battle is tightening
up with Hale, "Nilson, Smith and
Ramsey gathering up speed and
power each day.
The end posts are seeing a battle
royal teiwreli'-"Slatighter, Alexander, Phillips and Moser giving
no odds. .
•
Along ,with the. above named
men, Coach Holland has a fine
field of gridders coming- up from
last seaSon,:s junior club. Coach
Holland will release a list of his
best prospects from this group'
nextweek.
FRARNKFURT, G ER M A N Y,
The 1946 schedule as released by
March 31 (Sunday'l—Gun battles
Holland is as follows:
between Nazi fanatics and AmeriSept. 20, Princeton. here.
can and British troops broke out
Sept. 27. Morganfield, away
at scattered points in western GerOct. 4, Mayfield, here
many early today as an estimated
Oct. 11, Fulton, away
October 18. Bowling Green, here 7.000 Allied ,q1diers cracked down
October 25 -Permanently open. on a Nazi • attsssIpt to regain power
and re-establish nazism in GerNov. 1, Sturgis, away.
many.
.
Nov. 8, Hoptown, here
Early reports of a vast dragnet
Nov. 15. Russellville, here
thrown over Germany and Austriq
Nov. 26, Pante, away
said that firing occurred at a
number of points as combat troops,
READ THE CLASSIFILMS:
counterespionage agents and constabulary forces swooped down on
about 800 suspects.
Army officials said that—in- a
number of instances the suspects
attempted to reaist, forcibly as
agents broke open doors aid shutters in the swift series of raids
which the U. S. Army said broke
the back of a powerful underground movement to rertazify Ger•4
many.
Details of the undercover movement and of "Operation Nursery"
used to combat it were released by
Brig. Gen. Edwin Sibert, the
American Army intelligence chief
with
Europe, simultaneously
in
widespread raids to gather in lesser fry of the movement which had
operated through the American
and the British zones since May,
1945, and had just begun to infiltrate the Russian zone.
Soviet authorities in Berlin were
tipped off last week to evidence
that the movement had begun to
operate in their territory, General
Sibert said. There has been no
evidence uncovered of operations
in -the French zone.
The organization was uncovered
in May. 1945. General Sibert disclosed. when Heidomann Was 'di
,,,vered to be directing recruit-rient of faithful Nazis who Were
a be taken into a giant business
-twork under Heidernann and
,o.ho later were to direct a revival
..1 *Nazi principles in the German
Go0ernment.

Nearly 1,000 Nazis
Are Arrested
As Ringleaders

Of Course We'd Like Every One
To Have A Seat!

1

TWO KIRKSEY MEN
VOLUNTEER FOR SERVICE

We know that you are tired after a hard days work at the office
or plant; but more people are traveling our lines than ever before. It
hasn't been possible for us to increase our fleet of buses, and sometimes
we don't have enough operators TO keep every bus in' operation or on
schedule.
•

So when you have to stand, try to enjoy the comfort of our
roomy aisles and high-ceilinged buses; and the security of knowing
that our operators are excellent drivers, courteous and helpful whenever they can be of service to you.

Ride the SAFE and EASY way and get there on time
by traveling on the
•

•

Western Kentucky Stages
Walnut :-;t Fret

Two young men from Kirksey
enlistcd in the regular army at
Paducah last week ana after their
physical examination Tti
will enter the service. They are:
William Lawrence, Kirksey, Route
2, and Bill Jones..Kirksey, Route
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Miss Charlene Orr
Ideal Pledge Of
Sorority of MSC

Doran Honored
By Directors Of
Education Assn.
MAYFIELD. Ky., March IS—
Adron Doran, Graves county rep-,
resentative in the Kentucky' General Assembly, was an honor guest
of the board of directors of the
First District Educational Association at a dinner meeting at Mayfield Thursday night.
Doran gave a short talk explaining school legislation passed during the recent session of the legislature. H. L. Smith,, superintendent of Paducah schools, moved
that the group express its appreciation to Doran for his efforts in
connection with the school's.
Marvin Wrather, secretary-treasurer of FDEA also made a talk in
which he praised all school men

r,

e

in the legislature and stated that
special thanks should go to Speaker Harry Lee Waterfield of the
HonSe.

Increase In Price of
Meat Begins
WASHINGTON, March 29—
Housewives will pay slightly more
for most pork and about a third of
all beef cut.
Announcing this, the OPA said
the increas.?s result from higher
prices recently authorized for the
packing industry
,to offset a wage
increase of 16 cents an hour.
Price hikes for veal, lamb and
mutton will be announced later.

Flint News
Miss Blanche Oliver of 'Princetbn who is attending Murray Stare
College, was guest of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Story last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Geoble Roberts and
children spent last Sunday in Fulton viiting Mrs. Roberts' brother,
Dan Tones and family.
. Mr. and Mrs. Digue Satterfield
of Princeton were visitors of Mrs.
Satterfield's sister, Mrs. W. L.
Story and Mr. Story.

. Mrs. Louis G. Starks and baby
are staying with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Burks while Lt.
Starks is in a hospital in Miami,
Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Guthrie
A wife takes credit for all her were guests of Mr. Genie Gilbert
husband's virtues, but holds him last Sunday.
personally
responsible for,
his
weaknesses.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

•

Miss citatocene

NOTICE!

Orr

Eleven freshmen .girls wire intiated by Sigma Sigma Sigina, educational sorority..ie Murray
College campus, in—13n impressive
Geremony recently with President
Margaret Holland, Tiffin, 0., in
charge.

am offering some of the most beautiful lots in Murray for sale. Th46 allitace South and are located on Chestnut Street. Here is your chance to obtain a building lot,
located near a wonderful neighborhood, close to the
College.
I

At the end of the ceremony, Miss
Charlene Orr, ideal pledge of the
freshmen, was, presented with a
corsage of violets by Miss Patricia
Riddick, the ideal pledge of the
u pperclass pledges.
Charlene„ the daughter of Mrs.
Laverne Orr, of Murray, graduated from Murray High School in
1945 as salutatorian of her class. In
college she.is majoring in physical
education and Spanish.
Besides being active in the, Physical Education Club and the Spanish Club, Charlene also takes active part in Sock' and Beiskin and
Off-Campus Girls Organization.
Miss Orr said; "I am very happy,
honored, and thrilled to be chosen
ideal pledge, and I hope that in
the future I can live up to the
Ideals of Tri sigma."
Other
pledges
were:
Naomi
Whitnell, Murray; Leta Gholson,
Murray; Mary Miller, Murray
Carolyn Carter, Murray: Suzara
Miller, Murray; Joanne Farr.
Murray; Rosemary Jeffrey, Mi.,y; Martha Floy Lasater, Par,
Tenn ; Jean Altom, Morley, M.
and Violet Combs, Owensboro.

BUY NOW AND BE READY WHEN BUILDING
MATERIAL BECOMES MORE
AVAILABLE

J. N.(Buddy) Ryan
TELEPHONE 385

•

°TICE
We have bought the SUPERIOR LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
from Thomas Banks,effective Monday, April 1.

We take this method of extending an invitation to all old
customers of SUPERIOR to continue to make this your
Cleaning and Laundry headquarters; and to each and
every one a special invitation to call 44 for all your cleaning needs.

If you want the best service that modern equipment, plus
experienced personnel can give you, CALL -44.

Need a

LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

25
to
40
doses
only

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
PHONE 44

25

RUPERT OUTLAND

BURIE WALDROP

Telephone 456

S

•

4- •
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Times-Herald, Oct. 20. 192a, and The West Kentuckian. Jan. 17, 1942.
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_
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice- items which in our opinicn is not for the best interest
W our readers.

Recommendations Approved By The
General Assembly
People are wondering what the last general assembky_slid that will affect them. Many bills were proposed:
-many -died, and sOme latcame laws. Listed here are some
1.000 persons in the 3,582 are children too young to be
of the outstanding results of the lawmaking body re- Included
in church membership. Deducting that figure
cently atljourned. -They are simply stated and one can with
colored population figure and there still remains
the
readily see which ones may contribute to the welfare of
1,70 eople,v.ha are..not •taking active part in church
--thelieettle—of the-state:—
work.
_PROVIDE for a popular referendum in 1947 - on
Recently one Sunday was spent in driving over tlW
whether Kentucky shall have a new Constitution.
town during Sunday school and church service hours to
INCREASE Kentucky's peacetime gross load truck determine what the town looked like during.that period.
weights to 42.0t-i0 pounds,: effective When war emergency
, Numbers of chitttrcm—were playing at home, in the
is declared at an end or next January 1. whichever comes streets, and elsewhere. Adults were leaving for a Sunday
first. •
vacation on the lake or elsewhere.
The finding concerning the church activities of MurEXTEND the authority of the Kentucky • Aeronautics
Commission. including. powers to designate a State air- ray would probably compare favorable with other towns
'
ways system in co-ordination with the Federal syskem: in this section:
Murray is proud of her churches and often boasts of
license and. regulate. airports; enforce its regulation by
suspension or revocation of penults Or through court in- the good place in which to. rear children . . churches,
'
, homes, and environment.
junctions. and enable border counties to join with a schools'
But the citizenship should be aware of the fact that
or-mtmirirratity. of another state in establishing airthere are nearly 2.000 living in town who are not asso- fields...
ENABLE cities aad Counties to adopt.pd enforce zon- ciated with any.church. In this case, it looks like the old
ing laws to protect approaches to airports, but authorizing proverb, "Charity should begin at home," should be conpersons objecting to-zoning rules to appeal to the courts. sidered; or should-if-be said, "Missions should start at
CREATE a Division of Soil and Water Resources in libme." when approximately 28 per cent Erf the populathy Department of Conservation to aid in flood control tion is unidentified with religious work?
•
and co-ordinate the-work of the soil conservation districts.
ESTABLISH a "second injury.fund" by a . threeLETTERS TO EDITOR
quarters of 1 O'er cent tax on liability insurance premiums
„to compensate wonkers and make it easier for the physicMarch 30, 1946
In spite of war and being away
ally handicapped to get jobs.
336 Stratford Ave. from home so long he has some
$725.04,10 out of current state funds for conFerndale 20. Mich. very interesting experiences. Not
struction 1/1 the five new tuberculosis sanitoriums between Dear Mrs Hart. Editor
the least among them the midnight
now and June 344 in addition to funds to be provided for Ledger ilk Times
ball game played at his station
after that date.
,
Please accept
remittance and last June 21 by the light- of the
- GRANT $6.00s) now and $1.54_40 in each of next two keep the • Id home, town paper midnight sun:
.
Very sincerely
,fiscal.years to College of Agriculture of University of Ken- winging its way northward.
.Mrs.
R
Atlanta B.
tucky for research work in improving breeds of cattle by I have been away from .Calloway
Puckett
artificial insemination.
County since 1912 but I have many
Ed's Note:. I am happy for you to
ENABLE all 'counties to impose a maximum of $L50 friends area old school mates who have
your son home again. Many
4til1
live there end I enjoy reading
per _$100 assessed property valuation for school taxes, in
fainilies are reunited, an dthe joy
. place of present varying maximums; became law Without about them.
of such mu...1 be great. ,Fm glad
Your writ sr Mrs Sara Smother- to have the geod new, from you.
Governor's. signature.
man
was my very fast teaeher at
RAISE the salaries of such state-wide elective offic—L. H.
ials as now are less than $5-.004) a year to that total, effete- good "old Gunters. Flat and how
we loved her
came Mr. P.
NO CONSKSSION:
lie; at the end of present terms of office. Reorganize the P Underwood, Then
Mrs Lucile Jones
The last days of the Legeeelature
State. Fair Board.
were cold to any consessions. to
and able instructors
I had one
A still blew up just before officers entered the place. year at dear old Stone with Miss county courts in handling rural
road funds.
Lottle Hicks. a fine teacher.
The drinks.Avere on the house.
I was there two days and tte.re
Then to Cherry the one and only
with Miss Eunice. Kindred follow- were men from the County Judges'
ed by Mr .E H. Cannon—B'o of Associetion trying to get through
Calluevai.s vete. finest. 'I'. 0. Beu- bills, but the large centers were
The American Medical As.sociation has announced cum Sr. was
the only male mem- cold to any diversion of funds to
developme nt of a country-wide system system of voluntary ber of our graduating
class- with 'fiscal Courts, claiming that magissickness insurance protection to be operated
a nont seven girls in 1909 at Cherry. Two trates were incompetent to handle
profit basis by local medical groups. Details of the pro- of that nuniter . have passed- err -to the money and would contribute to
gram. in-eluding ciens. benefits and- standards, now are the realm, of the unknown, and extravagance in road building.
being worked 7iut. The average cost to any individual the remaining five girls are lo- Great God said the woodchuck
policyholder enrolled under the coordinated 'voluntary cated from Michigan' to Mississippi. Ind away he fleee!
I see my letter is growing longer
It was all because the rural repsystem will be "considerably less.
; than the $144 annual than I _thought so will close with resentative.%
lacked organetation
deduction suvirested under the President's coin- e little poem . my
father. S M. and did not fight. however. ,ome
..pulsory health insurance program.
Wyatt 'now oeceaseds wrote about representatives charge the coun'Local prepayment plans now in oration must con- 1030.-two verses which I especially ties of lack of support to their reptuna .to eh*. 1'4414-swing standards- in order to become part like I am met:alma
ressentati Vt`F.
The representatives
of the tietk orimosed nationwide system.:
Murray. Railway
should consider what it costs to
) They must have th`e approval of .the state or Keetucky 1-.as a city down in the leave citittens. committees to go to
Frankfort. ind where it was next
county medical -:sisciety in the area in which, they operate. West..
12) The medical profession in the area must assume Of ell little citie:'it ',urely is -the to impossible to get a place to
tee!.
sleep.
responsibility • fi;i7 the medical set.% ices included -in the n has acquired fame:
In the past it was not considered
benefits. • - . .
Acquired it ina hurre-.
necessary to send nurses. a faction
_
13) The local plans must provide free choice of a- It,, name ie Murray.
and a spiritual adviser along with
qUalified doctor Of medicine and watfitin- the personal. ,
a Rewires:re ative -a nda"--especielly
not now as the representative's
_ confidential relationship between patient .and physician. This fair little city
pay .has been boosted to $15.00
I)' They must be organized and operated to provide 'Met sits on a hill.
people are witty:
per day with other expenses.
the greatest possible benefits in medical" care to the ,ssu They - hava. good welte.-A member of the. legislature
scriber.
The-home tot-the game.•
must try to be agreeable and give
The Medical- proiwSsion is working to perfect a rus The home of the plucky.
end take welt'. other members in
tiooal voluntary health ,ys-tem. because it believes-that is • uch is the Jerre fee-Murray. fcy. order -to eet any thing through
the only way the American people can continue to enjoy Taanke- end stuud-bye everybody. and he must suffer hiS grievances
a hig'h ••tancitard - OT,medical care. It also believes -theVelma --s-Wyetti BettirearTr—
aue smearam-vicisbove all, must 'stay
R4- Note: Yeur Jobe.- 15 iippreci- 'with hiscl-nis" because the large
American oeople prefer voluntary.ai lion to compulsion.
11.4 and ..te I, the team
.
We like centers unite for control of lepYra•e
sr Sued111./J,
tt
about US. itsC lion. so it is imPOrain% tor rural
county.* Muerey. end former teach- fellow, te heng tog. the!.
aer- 4- went to St el, -School loca-, '
T 0 TURNER
lt" 4i!'t
of
-church.—
wr,up
a
in Murray conducted;lion two Wees, ege . . You know!
a survey et ;he town to determine I
4-e4igious censsis. In there_ Is no euedine thele. Yocs
studying his re rrort
fiertinent factiz Ca/Tie-to ,nbt: mutt flurry- tricit ind ce the rhari•N I
One of_ the local ministers who helped conduct the changes ob Gureters.Flat, Cheria
survey. made the following stittement: ."We are patting and Stone commineitiee -.L. H.
Bs Mrs A. la BJ/71. 11

• Medicine Takes the Initiative
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Interesting Facts About Murray Church'e-s

I
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HEART THOUGHTS BY

—
There are currently two pictyres of Kentucky. Que is pretty.
the other decidedly very unpretty.
The pretty picture is the one
made by aature.
As we look
about us and see spring unfolding
in all its beauty over the fiels and
'forests. hills and valleys,, yards
and gardens, city and country,. it
is difffcult to understaied that the
other picture exists.
The unpretty picture is .a story
of Kentucky's backwardness.
It
appears in the current issue of
Colliers magazine. It is written by
a native Kentuckian. Amy Porter.

W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
MRS. GEORGE HAUT. EDITOR

se
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(inc of tho bright spots in my
heart last week during the toils.:orne task of housecleaning was a
package from Lomat% Holland, furmer Murray High School student,
who is in Eddyville. The package
contained
beautiful handwork
A e bracelet
dune by him there.
done in red and white celluloid
with my name written on a red
heart; a pin that held two hearts
carved in white and engraved on
them, "George and Lochie." with
two tiny red hearts joined by a
gold band. Daintier work I have
never seen.
Loman must have
reading
the Ledger and
been
Miss Porter writes about Ken- Times, for he sent a Girl Scout
tucky's very low rank in educa- emblem too,
tion .public health, development of
•••
natural resources, and a host of
He would like to make such arother matters: It is a story that ticles, also vanity sets, and bedmost Kentuckians know. •
spreads for a reasonable price.
Miss Porter tells her readers the This is his only way of earning
story of the Committee for Ken- money to buy his tobacco and
tucky, dedicated to the general im- qther things that he would like tet
provement of Kentucky, and what have. I would love to see his
the, committee's experts report on friends give him orders and theretheir study of every phase of Ken- by help one who remembers us
tucky life. .
and who has faith in his home
Kentucky is pour, rated 43rd people. Nothing gets closer to a
economically. in the 1940 census. teacher's heart than a friendly gesIts per capita income in 1941 was ture from a student. Loman was
-gB58.. about half the national aver- kind and good to me when he was
in my classes. I remember the
seat that was his--how he smiled
Kentucky's percentage of illiteeI
acea among drafted men ranked every morning upon arrival.
know his people and they are
next to highest in the neaten.
In 1943, . 4.000 teachers ,about fine too.
•••
half the state's teachers, earned
A note from Sarah Elizabeth
less than $12 a week on a 52-week
Overbey, now Mrs. •Hov.eird. 1338
basis.
The average Kentucky school Valley View Road, Glendale 2,
term is next to the shoetest in Calif.. says she is planning to
trip borne in May. She is
the nation: more than one-fifth of make
school age children are not even a former Murray High School
student of mine . . . One that was
enrolled in school.
In 1942, Kentucky had the high- quite dear.
• ••
est death rate trete tuberculosis of
any state except New Mexico and
Heart -Thoughts this week are
Arizona.
for all spring cleaners! There are
Two-thirds of the schools do not heavy hearts, sore muscles, braked
have safe-- drinking water: 97 per fingers, broken nails, and stringy
cent of the state's- farms had no hair.
There's many ie thought
toilet facilities within the house in tied up with every window pane
19$0: 42.000 farms had no toilets washed: theres a plan dreamed
inside or outside.
with every plank in the floor
As we said it is not a pretty pic- scrubbed; there's a
vision of
ture.
twain* and friends with every curWhile it is
story that Ken- tain hung.
•• •
tuckians may need to be reminded
of. it is e pity that it had to apAll over the land there are
pear in a magazine of national cir- those who are spring cleaning . . .
culation.
Miss Porter and Col- And there are men who fearful reliers in all decency should have turned to a cold snack; fearful to
left us to wash our own ditry hear of the assignments awaiting:
linen, a task that many, including fearful of the rubbish. collected;
ourselves. - have pointed out re- afraid to look in the attic. His
peatedly shculd be undertaken. clothes, his rods and fishing tackle.
The Commiitee for Kentucky is, his hats may be gone.
we believe. ITirganization be•.•
hind which all
ntuckians can , I know theee dreams .
. . I took
unite to see Ur. cleansing done.
off from the office to Mend clothes,
----Sun-Democrat
sew on snaps and straps. clean out
dresser drawers, work in flower
'The worst thing about history beds .
. I wanted a few days- to
is that every time it repeats itself
do some things for myself . .
the price goes up."
•••

Pfc. Troy Lewis
In memory of Pfc Troy Lewis.
Dexter. Route 1, who was killed in
action in Germany April 1. 1045,
the following poem is dediceted:
One,year aro on April 15. alone,
I got the Message while at home,
That you, dear one, had been taken

CHILL'U'IT BROTHERS
SERVED IN WORLD WAR
T-5 Chalice E. Chilcutt, with
the Ilarbo: Craft Co.. and Pvt.
Jame, A. Chilcutt, with an M. P.
outfit, stele of Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Chiicutt, of Buchanan. Tenn.,
rccentty spent a furlough together
in Tokyo. Charles E. served a
year in the European Theater before. going to* the Pacific. James
A. has been in the Pacific Area
about six months. Cjaarles E. and
another brother, Sgt. Warren It.
Chilcutt, spent two furloughs together in Europe. Sgt. \Witten R.
Chilcntt is now discharged after
serving overseas for two net Linehan years.

was fun even though there remains aching limbs.
My little
daughter shared in the cleaning
. . . She cleaned the furniture in
her room; cooked a substantial
meal, washed dishes, ran errands,
and learned a lesson in another
vereion of "Spring l'eveee.
t.

I can speak approval for the
newt cleaning products on the
market . . I can tell what does
the work and what failed. I can
vouch for the service of the local
cleaners . . I am experienced in
rising early, clearing breakfast and
the family so I may scrouge in an
eventful day of tearing out and
replacing the furniture
. . I
know again tharit is possible t
bite off more than I can chew ..
The shelves in the cabinet ai
still out, the „painting of the por
furniture and trellises still
done; the flower beds still.
worked . . And I can reconarnend
to all tired housecleaners a bit of
advice—what you don't get done,
will wait.
•• •
This is national laugh weak . . .
so why not celebrate it?
•••
Were you .a. victim of April
Fool's day?
• ••
Grammar difficulties arise every
day . . . A recent issalleof Ladies
Home Journal gate a good brain
teaser on the tight and wrong
form of grammatical expressions.
Seventh graders are studying such
problems in school. Recently Miss
Beatrice Frye, English teacher in
Murray State College. sat near
me at a restaurant. She got me
straightened out on -theeone problem that an infinitive takes an
objective subject e. a She and r
had several telephone conversations later about different expressions.
•• e
If you have a little extra gas

9:45

10:55

IT

CI

tI
le
6:30
ti
Jr s

and time, it would be worth them
to drive by and see the front windows of Mrs. John Whitneles home
. the curteins are a breath of
spring . . . Then drive by the
home of Mrs. John Keys on Main
Street and drink in the beauty of
the wisteria over her doors.
•

7:30
St

El

..

It would L'e worth your time to
drive by the home of Mrs. Gingles
Wallis at any taepe and see her immaculate curtains. They always
look freshly done.

Miss
Miss

Dewe

• ••

Ron:
Mrs.

Little as one realizes it, every
window, doorway, garden, walk,
and yard in' town has its influence
on people. There are dreariness,
and unwelcome, or inspiration and
welcome written on every home ..
Personalities are written on one's
home, just as they are portrayed
on faces of persons.
•••

•

r"""

Jimmie Etheridge, 11 yeas of
age, and son uf the late Hemp
Etheridge received recognition recently by having one of his draw-.
legs pubrishé4 iii -Chad Life. Jimmie sketched in pen, and ink a
picture of a little . boy in overalls
with a little pig-tailed _girl sitting
on the banks of a stream where
they were engaged in fishing.

BROADBENT' S
"DOUBLE EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN
• Broadbent's hybrids pkiced first in many
county production contests last year.
• Broadbent's extra yield — extra profit
hybrids are the best for you, too.
• White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color
mixtures.
•Let Broadbent's "Double Extra" hybrids help
you make more money in 1946 with more
bushels per acre.
Buy Broadbent's hybrid seed corn from

ROSS FEED COMPANY, Murray
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Goldwater News II

ourselves on the back ishotit thelown being 4 church town,
ittid:lidaing ourselves arthe same rime..
Mre. /len:
visiting relative's.
The public .tortiiiat.ly does noCkhow the church piipu- Dear
'Very - happy to etsy discontinue
lation of Murray. In' r diesarepairt March -25 from Mur- Sat. Bynum • peta r - to APO ad- Homer G. Darnell is now at
hew- following an 'honorable disray -State College ox;o- Sta ion WPAD. the Rev. T. IL Mul- dossa Enclosed is continuetien to charge from the army.
pastor
Of the First Motho.list Church.
lins. Jr..
Bro. and Mrs. Charlie F. Arhett
Murray, 707 address because Sgt. Bynum
save the. following figure- on Murray church member- Puckett was discharger1 frotn the anea children
Rueseltville spent
Army Medical Corps at Jeffereon thelliweek-erel meth reletives.
ship.:
at home_ ,Mr
Mr--.41111, Mrs. Tom Cochran and
list Baptist. 1.4)42; Memorial Baptist., 2(10-' t, Leo s Bal-racks Monday etitl
To spent Sunday' with Mr.
Catholie.--60: First Christian.'325; thee CliTHCMf- Thrist, He ricrved with thiaidrilieel feepe.
Africa
North
fur
18
mtaiths and Mrs.- Alva, Jones.
and
200:
st Methodist. 945;Ire Pentecostal. 90; First Pres- IT.1ts in the Aleutians
arid 'Alaska.
':Aunt France-a' Marine
not so
byterian,•56.•
Was statiened -first aa 'Shirk-- well
The total. number of people who are members of General Hospital. Clinton. Iowa. Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell
churches in. Murray is '2.9114. That sounds like a lot of then Ca-inp leatriek.. Henry. Va. left Saturday for Martinsville. hide
J. Camp 'Baritechurch inendo-rs. Ind when that number is subtracted from Camp
hers. Mr. Stay II1 ,, employed.
all 1'!•11111a1Vd
pulatiols of Murray and the adjoin- • lcy. Tx.. arid Cerny Reynalde. P. Geerge Marine and Maude and
ing
it leav7s 3,41)42 persons who are not in- I-1.• wears service iAboris __from Harmoti'Mtrine visited iMrs. MatEurope in Theater. American;. tieeJeesesi. and. mother 'arid lees.
e solid in the alto\ e hurchts. This figure includes the the
Paodsc. • Piquerica
.12-Paeilie. Good'
Mrstelatliatal Finney hes .retueewhite. population only. There are a pproximately .800 eeindeno-etittlene'
Victors- •rib- ed home from Detroit after sper.I.
cilliens in town. (Inc could reasonably expect•Thal bon:
ing seeeral mopths with relative-.
a
• -

Cr+11 rt••'
i•:••4-.."-
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We are now open for business at the BUS STATION CAFE, located -across
froirrthe West Kentucky Stages.
- We invite new customers and friends -to come in and try o.ur foods.
We Specialize in

-

STEAKS : CHOPS : PIT BARBECUE
"To

Serve

and Satisfy is Our Aim"
•O
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Bus Station Cafe

sC. J. NIX
11411111k
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and Operators

LEE McTRAVIS

Sundt
Morn

Train
Eveni
Pei ye

Bity and Pkad

I had instead, three hard days of
to*.
. Instead of supervising the
cleaning
while
I sewed
and
flowered. I did the cleaning . .
Laurine 'and "Mr. Babe" came
Thursday to help. "Mr Babe' decided the job was too big and returned from whence he canie, and
that night Laurine went into a
"Lost Weekend." I finished . . . I
mean I got to a stopping place
Saturday night .
Here it is another week . . . back at the desk
at the office . . and not "nary a
snap or a strap got fixed." There

On the battlefields Easter day_
How sad the news, it seemed untrue
For it had -only been a few hours
since I had gotten three. letters from you..
The last one you wrote said you
were well
land, tomorrow again you'd write-I-Tomorrow never came, although
yott put up a true fight.
The baby, dear is left In my hands
The Lerd. I know will make him
understa.d.
That we are left without our
dearest friend.
There is only one soothing thought
that there will be a happy
meeting in the -e-hd.
Sleep on, dear one, 1- 1rnow you're
at -rest:
While we are on the wicked world
doing our best.
We'll meet again up in the
Where we'll never more 'have to
say good-bye.
By his wife and son
--Katherine and Harold
Wayne Lewis

Till
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robert E. Jarman, Minister
9:45 a.m. Church School, W. B.
Moser, superintendent. Classes
for all age groups.
10:55 a.m. Morning Worship, sermon by the minister with special music each Sunday under
the direction of Merle T. Kesler, minister of music.
6:30 p.m. C.Y.F. Groups under
the direction of Mrs. E. L. Noel,
Jr., student director, and Mrs. A.
B. Austin.
7:30 p.m. Eveniiig Worship with
sermon by the minister.

hem
winwise
h of
the
dein
y of

re

11(114st

MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
Worship with communion at
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Monday: Devotional service in
basSmeht of library building at 7
o'clock each Monday evening.
Wednesday: song practice and
music study at 6:30; prayer meeting at 7:00 with classes for all
ages.

9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
5:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
6:00 p.m. Methodist Youth Fellowship
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Prayer
Meeting
6:30 p.m. Cqllege Vespers
Max B. Hurt Chairman Board of
Stewards
E. B. Howton, Superintendent of
Sunday School
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of
Sunday School
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, MYF
High School Counselor
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey, Intermediate
MYF Counselor
Mrs. Robt. Smith, Junior MYF
Counselor

HAZEL CIRCUIT _METHODIST
CHURCH
A. G. Childers, Pastor
C.;
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub
Erwin, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m.,
first and third Sundays.
Hazel Church
Sunday School at 10 a.m., James
E. Underwood, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m.
second and fourth Sundays.
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
third and fourth Sundays, and at
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
Craig, superintendent.
Worship - Service at 11:00 a.m.,
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m.
second Sunday.
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ter, Shirley Asir), will return with • Next to lumbago, the
worst
her to Detroit for a month's vaca- torture we suffer is listening for
Improved
11
tiox. "
SUNDAY
the sixth time to the stumbling reFirst Sunday-Kirksey 11 a.m.;
Uniform
1,1r. and Mrs. George Green's cital of a story that we didn't thinSr
Cole's
Camp
Ground
3
p.m.;
Mt.
children
have
whooping
cough.
SCHOOL
;International
was good the first time we heard
Hebron 6:30 p.m.
•
it.
-Ole Maid
Seond
Sunday
Coldwater
11
tt:st
a.m.: Mt. Cartnel 6:30 p.m.
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron
Of The Moody Bible Institute of chinas°,
Released by Western Newspaper Union. a.m.; Kirksey 6:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11
am'.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.;
Coldwater 6:30 p.m.
Lesson for April 7
There is Church School at each
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Council of Rebgious Education; used by Sunday.
Your attendance is appermission.
preciated.
••••••••••••••••••wwwwetesesteseswes••••••••••,

KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor

LESSON

BLUE BIRD GRILL
Benton Road

FRIENDS OF JESUS
LESSON

TEXT-Mark 10:13, 14; Luke
5:13-16; 8:1.3; 15:1, 2; John 3:1, 2a.
MEMORY SELECTION-Ye are my
*lends. it ye do whatsoever I command
iyou.-Julua 15:14.

•

sramp CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCM
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

SANDWICHES

First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
School, Morgan Cunningham, SuJesus is our friend. We may be perintendent. Preaching at 11:00
His friends. Simple words thus pre- a.m. and Saturday before at 2:00
HEST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
ALMO CIRCUIT
sent the most profound and satisfy- p.m.
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
H. A. West, Pastor
L. R. Putnam, Pastor
ing experience of life. There is nothing more wonderful than friendship
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
9:30 a.m—Sunday SchooL Odell
First Sunday-Tempie Hill. Sun- with Jesus.
10:00
a.m.
Miss
Ella
Weihing's
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Hawes, superintendent.
day School 10:00 o'clock each SunWe may become the friends of
Braxton B. Biwyer, Pastor
Bible Class for College Students 10:45 a.m.-Morning worship
day; church services 11:00 and In- ,Jesus and make Him our friend simMrs. John Gilbert Sykes died at
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
7:30 p.m.-Evening worship
ply by putting our faith in Him as
dependence 2:45.
a Detroit hospital and burial was
Sermon by the pastor
•
Miss Pullie Small, Church Sec.
7;00 p.m.-Group Meetings
Second Sunday--Russells Chapel. Saviour and Lord and thus doing
at Mt Pleasant (Tenn.) cemetery
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student 4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship
Tuesday
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sun- what He commands. He said, "Ye
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship 2:00 p.m.-W.M.S. at the Church
Secretary, Phone 75
are my friends, if ye do whatsoever Saturday.
day; church services, 11:00 a.m.
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School Wednesday, 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week
Mrs. Clyde Dodd of Highland
Wednesday
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel. I command you" (Joan 15:14).
Prayer Meeting
Superintendent
7:30 p.m.--Mid-Week Prayer Ser- Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
What kind of friends did Jesus Park, Mieh., formerly of Murray
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director
vice and Bible Study
church services 11 a.m.
choose? Did He limit His interest and mother of Mrs. Lanis Mitchell
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
St. Leo's Catholic church
9:00 p.m.-Teachers and Officers
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill. to a select circle of very religious ,was operated on the 'past week.
1 North Twelfth Street
Meeting
Morning
Church services 11:00 a.m. Bethel people, or to the cultured and edu- Friends and relatives of Mrs. Mit• Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
-Sunday School 11:00 each Sun- cated folk of His day? It may sur- chell wish for her mother a speedy
Morning_ worship
10:45 am.
Services are held each Sunday
day, and church services 2:45 p.m. prise some Christian people who recovery. MURRAY CIRCUIT
Evening
as,follows:
have made the church a sort of exMrs. Etna Young of Murray was
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
Training Union
6:15 p.m.
First, third, and fifth Sundays
'elusive club to learn how wide were operated oh for appendicitis SatHAZEL
BAPTIST
CHURCH
Evening worship
7:30 p.m. at 10 o'clockn,second and fourth First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
the interests and the love of the urday night.
H. F. PasehalL Pastor
Prayer meeting, Wed.
7:30 p.m. Sundays at 8 o'clock.
Lord whom they profess to serve.
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
Otho Clark was removed to the
I. Children Were Welcomed (Mark Masdn Hospital Saturday.
Second SundayMartins Chapel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. RobSunday. Sunday School Superin- 10:13. 14).
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m. tendent, Paul Dailey.
Observe that the disciples had ert Hart of New Providence would
Goshen 3 p.m.
Morning Worship at 11 a m. on fallen into that strange mode of have been destroyed by fire SatFourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs second and fourth Sundays each thought which excluded the chil- urday but neighbors soon extindren. They were undoubtedly well- gulzhed the blaze.
9:45 a.M.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.; month.
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
Robert Hendon and Miss White,
Evening Service at 7:45 on sec- meaning in their desire to keep the
Master from the intrusion (as they daughter' of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher .Springs ond and fourth, Sundays.
11 a.m.,
Training Unions each Sunday at thought) of little ones. He was en- White of near nilreen Plain, were
6:30 p.m. Layman White, director. gaged in dealing with profound spir- married the past week.
itual matters and they felt that He
Pvt. C. W. McClure of Murray
W.M.U., G.A., R.A. rneets on
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
should not be disturbed.
is home on a 90-day furlough from
Marshall County)
Wednesday following second and
Jesus was disPleased. He seldom the Pacific. He'reenlisted for three
fourth Sundays.
.I. H. Thurman, Pastor
showed such feelings. Usually He years. .
Seaman First Class Clifton MitFirst Sunday ,2:00 p.m. Sunday ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH bore silently with their mistakes,
but this was so serious that they chell sailed for home the fifth of
School. Paul Newton, SuperintendW. B. Cone, Pastor
must be rebuked.
March and is expected to arriye
ent-, Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
Little children belong with Jesus. in the States soon.
Third Sunday, Sunday School at
Sunday School at 10:00 a.M. each
not forget it, and let us not
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Paulson of
10:00 a m. Preaching at 11:00 a.m. Sunday. Allen Wells, superintend- .1..et us
fail to make it easy and attractive Detroit, Mich., arrived at the home
ent.
and 6:30 p.m.
• •
'for them to come to Jesus in our of Mrs. Paulson's parents, Mr. and
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m
churches and Sunday schools.
Mrs. Jess Dick of near Provieach Supday.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
II. Witnesses Were Chosen (Luke dence last week. Her little daughTraining
Union
at
6:00
p.m. each
CHURCH
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director. 8:13-14).
, J. IL Thurman, Pastor
When Jesus left this world to reEvening Wcrship at 7:00 p.m.
turn to His Father's throne, He left
Second Sunday, 10:00 a.m Sun- each Sunday,
day School, Jas. H. Foster, SuperW. M.U. meets every second and witnesses behind.
•
. 4t is significant that these men
intendent! Preaching at 11:00 am. fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
R.A.'s, GA's. and Sunbeams meet were of simple childlike spirit, unEast Side Square
Telephone 587
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School on second and fourth Wednesday learned in the formality of their day,
but with a real genius for friendship
at 10:00 am. Preaching at 11:00 nights.
both with the Lord and with a needy
world,
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
The close fellowship of our Lord
CHRIST
*nth these men was their course of
training for service, and His blessed
Merritt Youngblood, Minister
friendship was the burning fire
_ Church_ School-each I...ord41Phi ich —kept their tearti
at 10:00 am.
through the difficult years ahead.
Preaching: Second and Fourth
III. Women Were Helped (Luke 8:
Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
1-3).
Yes, and they became the Lord's
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
willing helpers, just as a multitude
Baron Richerson, Pastor
of their sisters in the faith have
been down through the ages.
Preaching every Sunday mornWomen responded readily to the
ing at 11:00 o'clock and on SunLord's message of redemption and
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
to many of them He was able to
Robert Owen is superintendent look for loyal and sacrificial servof Sunday School held every Sun- ice.
day at 10:00 o'clock.
Women were not highly thought of
B.T.U. every sunoay nignt at in His time on earth. They are little
6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and snore than useful'creatures In heathpreaching following B.T.U.
en lands today. Christianity set
Prayer meeting every Wednesday 'womanhood free, raised it to its glonight at 7:00 o'clock.
rious place of dignity and usefulW.M.S. meets on Thursday at ness. Every woman ought to love
1.30 p.m. after the first and third Jesus with deep devotion.
Sunday each month.
Note that some of the wealthy
women gave of their means to serve
HARDIN CIRCUIT
Jesus. It is one of the effective
Hcnry Smith. Pastor
ways in which women carry on
work for the Lord today.
First Sunday, ,Palestine 11 a.m.
IV. Outcasts Were Received
and Hardin 7 p.M..
(Luke 15:1, 2).
•
Second Sunday, Olive 11 a.m.
Publicans and sinners-who would
Third Sunday, Hardin 11 . a.m.
they be in our day? Drunkards,
and Dexter 2:30 p.m.
thieves, gamblers, prostitutes, crimFourth Sunday, Union Ridge 11
inals of all kinds.
a.m., and Palestine 2:30 p.m..
A beautiful and touching word by
Quartenly Confecence March 3
G. Cattipbell Morgan is minted in
at Hardin Methodist Church.
Peloubet's Notes. Listen sinner,
Jesus "receiveth unto Himself sin-,
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
ners. He takes them into His corn-1
CHURCH
radeship, makes familiar friends of
M M. Hampton, pastor
them, takes them to His heart. That
vsa"Es
that n4) nue. till ever leave
Millions of Americans learned just how
Is the gospel. He is not high-seated
10:00
am.
Sunday
School.
Sylvesyou a million dollars,or even armpk
easy it was to save money with—payroll
on a throne bending down to you
ter Paschall, superintendent.
and offering you pardon if you will
Of thousand. Rid why 4norry?
purchases of War Bonds. And the new
11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
kiss His scepter. He is by you in
Savings Hood; are no different.
6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren, the pew, He Is close to you in your
You can be your own rick uncle if :VIM
director.
sin, and' He will take you as yoU
stick with the payroll savings plan. They pile up. just as fast. They're just
7:00 -p.m. •Preaching Service
are with the poison and the virus
As safe, fur tliere juiektx1 by Use U. S.
NNo trusting to hick, then—the future
within you, put His arms about your
Government. And they're just as smart an
you want can be yours. The home you
and press you into a great comradeship." Will you let Him do it-now?
investment—in 10 years you'll have $100
We to buy, a college education for the
s
- V. Rulers Were Converted (John
for e'very $73 you save today.
kids, money for emergencies, or travel.
3:1, 2a).
nwret RN ink id —you're sure of them if you
Su, if you're in the Payroll
stay in!
"Not many rnIghtY, pot many noHelp Them Cleonae t he Blood
keep on biiying U.S. Savines Bonds reguIf you're not, get in! It's the easiest way
ble, are called" (I Cor. 1:26), but
of Harmful Body Waste
thank God, it does not say "not
larly!
you've ever seen to have a "rich uncle!"
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste mitter frorn the blood stream. But any." Some there were in high
kidney• sometimes lag in their work do
places-akho set aside their pride,
not act as biature intended-fail to retheir ptraltion and all, to come humm,',' impurities that, If retained. may
poison the system and upset the Whole bly to Jesus.
Is
body machinery.
Nicoderhus was one of these. It
Symptoms may be wagging barkache,
persistent headache, Suede* of dizziness, is true that he came by night, but
getting up nights, swelling, podium
under the eyes - a feeling of nerVouf he came; and that is wonder enough
anxiety find loss of pep and strength. for a man in his position. Read
Other signs of kidney or bladder dishis defense of Jesus amid the scorn
order. are Sometimes burning, scanty or
Lon frequent urination.
of his fellow Sanhedrin members
There
should
be
no
doubt
that
Prompt
•
treatment I. WISP? than neglect. roe (John 7:45-53).
Doan's Pills. !loss's have been winning
These, then, are the friends of
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation. Jesus. Do you find your place
Are recommended by grat.4111 propic the
among them? There is room for
country 0Shr. irk
you. He.is waiting to receive you.,
Will you come 84-4Hint now?
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THE BOURLAND ELECTRIC SHOP

•

tests show that

•

HAS MOVED TO

The Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
On East Side of Square

M RV(LS -V;-•

For Your Electric Repairs and Wiring
CALL 587
•

•
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•

WITH IMPROVED FRESHNESS CONTROL

BOURLAND ELECTRIC SHOP

PERKY

Just the thing to set
Suit.

Easter

Enhance

off
your

that

new

beautiful

self with a saucy little hat trimmed with
a wispy

veil.

Of course we have almost
style

other

that you might prefer because

are all

or -

any

WC

ready for the Spring Season.

DEMURE

C

Shiny, Black Straws
Over-the-eye Pillbox

Plait,

Neutral Toned Bowlers

Watch Your
Kidneys!

A-

to fit any need at any time
... delightful to look at and they
are, oh, so becoming!

SAVE THE EASY WAY... BUY YOUR BOOS
THROUGH PAYROLL SAVINGS

•

BANK of MURRAY
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their dead near the
Crockett. the latter being a grand- names of those who made up the. try buried
,oame , of the deceased. In that
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son of the celebrated Davy Crock- . familly of readers in those old
grave yards were found in
John Wiight
ett. They continued to rut; the days. I saw one of them today ,alMost every ileighborhuod. Al
Texas
Temple,
account
an
Gazette qui e awhile and it Was,however. But, it was
i moat every neighborhood had its
finally consolidated with the Paris ' of his death. He was C. G. Miller , burying ground. Many graves are
'
reg.
a
of
somewhat
I have.been
Intelligencer an older paper of that : who has been in Texas most of , s-till
unmarked. ,.
ular rgader of a . Murray paper ,city. In this Way : I was inducted ' his . adult lifa. He was about , my
or monuSpeaking of markers
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since the days of the old Murray into the paper business and have age. Our fathers' farms adjoined
fur graves reminds me that
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we
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never
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Gazette' which was one of if not '
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contrast
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janitor explained that Breckof many The
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If
readers.
are
still
money maker we had expected. the early 1870's
to whose loved ones pass away now -- The population includes those
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TEXAS LETTER

with $1300 for each additional
child): no widow, but two chit. dren. $38 iequally divided) with
$10 for each additional child; dopendent mother or father, $45 tor
! both) $25 each.
Pension'. For Widows of
World War 11
The term "widow", as defined by
i• he v c terans Administration.
By an act of Congress, death (
who .snail have
is Pita'able to the widow,
. a woman
.11 means
pensionthe
child or children, and dependent : married the „veteran prior to
parents of a veteran 'who died as expiration of 10 years subsequent
inthe result of ara injury or disease to the terminatian of hostilities
ancurred in or aggravated by cident to World War 11, and who
active military or naval service, in -has not remarried. It does not inline of duty and not the result of clude a widower.
The term "child", as defined by
his own willful misconduct. 'The
Administration.
veteran must have entered service the Ve t Trans
oh or after December 7, 1941, and means a person unmarried and unbefore the termination of hostili- der the age of 18 years unless
ties incident to World War II, as prior to reaching the age of 18 the
determined by proclamation of the child becomes incapable of selfPresident or by concurrent resolu- support by reason of a mental or
tion of Congress. The rates of ph ical defect, who is a legitimate
a child legally adoptad, or a
pension payable in such cases are Chi
ild if, the child is a member
as follows: Widow, but no child ste
man's household.
$5000; widow and one child $65.00 of t

-Ex-Service Men's
News

Applications for death pensions
are available at the offices of the
Kentucky Ex-Service Men's Board,
Veterans Administration Offices,
and with lycal American Legion
Post Service Officers.
Interments In National Cemeteries
Men and women dying in the
service of the United States either
during peace, or war and whose
last discharge therefrom was honorable are eligible for burial in a
national cemetery.
Upon application to the QuarterStates
General, United
master
Army, Washington,. D. -C., headstones oc, markers will be furnished for unmarked graves of soldiers, sailors, and marines, whether they died in service or after
discharge.
Before making application for
headstone, inquiry should be made
of cemetery officials to ascertain if
they permit erection of the standard Government marker.

*-COMMUNITY SINGING TO RE
HELD AT WEST FORK CHURCH
Community singing will be held
at West Folk* Church each Saturday evening at 'rpm and on Sunday at 2 pm, according to R. L.
Seaford, director.
A special invitation is extendeij
to all quartets to take part in
these sessions.
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CHEVROLET CEILING
IS UPPED $43.00
,
WASHINGTON---The retail ceiling price for 12,000 new Chevrolet four-door sedans will be $43
more than the price for 1942
models, OPA announced.
Some people can do thi9gs I
never do, aril I can do things they
can't ever du, 'so what kind of law
can be. framed to correct this inequality?

DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
Corsages, Cut Flowers
Potted Plants and
Funeral Designs

NORGE Appliances.
MOTOROLA and FARNSWORTH
Radios.
IRON FIREMAN Stokers.
NEON SIGNS ... Sales and Service.
WRING-and ELECTRICAL Installation
We Service All Electrical Appliances

Phone 479

•

Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding
Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
'PHONE 601

Building Blocks
4

CONCREfE
and
CINDER

.

Any quantity. We
Deliver

ROSS FEED CO.

If you are interested in any kind of
-REALESTATE or INSURANCE

Nil RRAY. KY.
North Third St.
Phone 101

See

TUCKER & BAUCUM
Residence Phone
617

I' Miller
Telephone

___

[SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Save 10 to 20%
If It's ...
Iluilding
Repair Work
Cabinets
PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•

A. B. Beale & Son
Eat. 1897

Murray, Ky.

_Painting and
- Decorating

On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

-

"g1SUPERIOR
and
LA
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

You Need
Call

C. M. CATHEY
67-J
.
3
201 North 12th St.
_

WE DELIVER

Lady Assistant

DAILEY FUNERAL HOME

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

FRANCES DAILEY

PAUL DAILEY
e

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
h Side
Square
•
Call 383

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

.We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Phones 25 and 31

• Groceries

Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at- H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

1214 West Main
Phone 375

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

S.

518 West Main Street

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
Chiropractor

Phone 307-W

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

Downyfiake
DonUTS
[DIAMOND TAXII

chocolote-frotted - tome like
ern fueeor.cooted -but everybody lilies 'eat
And that's the vroy th• DOWNYFLAKE
och•ne enalies the Donuts -right in front of
Grand for breolifott, lunch or dinnerl

Telephone 232

BANK OF MURRAY BUILDING

WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothes

Telephone 780-J

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED
By a Reliable Insurance Program

PHONE 403
West Side Square

See

SEE THEM MADE AT...

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
atjhe.,Blue Bird Cafe

TAXI
SERVICE

Phone 40-3
• Experienced Drivers

For Suffering
Humanity

• Safe Cars

PAUL GARGUS

C. L. MILLER, Agent

AGENT

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

Kentticky Central
Life Ins. Co.
•

OFFICE
MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Home Phone 295-M

.

Phone 254

• Prompt Service

MINERAL FUME

• Courteous Treatment

BATHS
of

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

Rheumatism
ARTHRITIS LUMBAGO,
NEURITIS, SCIATICA

The Ledger & Times

VAPO PATH

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

FRANCES BRADLEY

John F. Class

1110W, Mai
a

••••=iiiveme...••••••••ree..imiv -ewe emi-......vmvol

MODERN FUNERAL SERVICE

•

Relieves the Agony

'5.

Phone 456

mviemovuov.....me-v•••...”.••••-i•

MUM Dralm;

Telephone 64
We Deliver

BOONE'S

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

AMBULANCE SERVICE

roatririkif
,
.
PanfoRfRosro

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

Fact Higaway

Make Reservations Early At

B I.. Ray

•

•

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

16

East Side Square

HALE SERVICE
STATION

BROOKS BUS LINE

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

EXPERT WATCH and
CLOCK REPAIR

On DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

ASK FOR FREE INSPECTION

Dodge Plymouth
Owners
LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

Pie, Thomas W. Chambers returned to the States March 21 after
16 months service overseas. He
Conduct Ribbon.
has the Good
the
Sharpshooter's Badge, and
He received his
Purple Heart.
de-charge Marc-h 26 and got home
al..rch 27
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Morgan.
ho have been residing in Detroit.
.ve returned to Murray. They
a a with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
:) Y. Morgan, Route 6, until they
find an apartment.
T-4 Randolph Story returned
March 21. 1946. with a diacharge
after more than two years service
He went overseas May 5. 1944. and
served with the Ninth Aviation Elf.'
gineer Command. He was awarded
the Good Conduct ribbon. the Victory ribbon, the ETO ribbon with
two battle stars Tor campaigns in
Northern France and the Rhineland. He is married`lo the 'former Jean Galloway, and is the sof.
of Mr. and Mrs. Vestus Story,
Route 1.

•

BY

Murray, Ky.

1%

Furches Jewelry
Watches
Diamonds
Gifts

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

Murray Auto Parts

Prescriptions A
Specialty

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK BUILDING

Phone 262
Authorized Rejareaentative_ al_
Ohio Valley Tenninix—Corp.

ATTENTION

• HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All cars!

Real Estate and Insurance Agency

Office Phone
122

„dot

SEED
COMPANY

—Buyers and SellersALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

SEE
E AGENCY
INSURANC
The MURRAY

s

if'deo me Home

South 15th St.

PARKER

PHONE 349

— For

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

FLOWER StIOP

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO,
505 MAIN ST

THIS DIRECTORY is pub- •
lished for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.

—Trr-

_FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

The Old Reliable

138
TAXI

Telephone 331
Murray,
"It DOPit

Casualty

FIRE

Automobile

'Gatlin Building
Kentucky

Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
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